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To My Parents





Foreword

“It is a far, far better thing that I do, than I have ever done; 
it is a far, far better rest I go to than I have ever known.”

– A Tale of Two Cities, Charles Dickens

Dr Nithy has kindly given me his autobiography Kudil and 
the Headmaster to read. I found it an intense, evocative and 
inspiring book. As an immigrant myself to the UK since 
the riots in Sri Lanka in the 1980s, it brought back nostalgic 
memories of days gone by and my first experiences in London.

I met Dr Nithy in 1989 when  my  good  friend  Sanguhan 
told me that he was involved with a Tamil radio station. I 
had years of experience in writing for  and  participating  in  
programmes on Radio Ceylon and subsequently, as it was 
known, Sri Lanka Broadcasting Corporation’s (SLBC) Tamil 
Service. Sanguhan took me to meet Dr Nithy and introduced 
me to Sunrise Radio, where he and I worked together until 
the final Tamil broadcast.

Dr Nithy became a mentor to me. He taught me the 
intricacies of administration and management as I observed the 
sensitive way  he handled difficult and complicated situations. 
He introduced me to the Academy of Fine Arts (London) as an 
administrator and subsequently as Director of Administration 
to the board. This has been and continues to be a learning 
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process, and when diplomacy and human understanding 
are required in complex circumstances I owe so much to Dr 
Nithy’s mentoring.

Dr Nithy’s book reflects many of the situations I have 
myself experienced in London,  it  reveals  so  many  of  the  
principles  by which he has lived his life, and it is a true record 
of all the wonderful qualities I have observed in him.

Dr Nithy reminds me of the 676th Thirukkural:

mutivum idaiyooRum mutriyaangu eydhum 
padupayanum paarththuch seyal

Meaning: An act is to be performed after considering the 
exertion required, the obstacles to be encountered, and the 
great profit to be gained (on its completion)

I wish him all the best in life and every success with this 
book.

R Janardhanan
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Introduction

My father Subramaniam Ratnam set me a fine example and I 
am proud to have followed it... for the most part.

And in the one respect (as I shall explain) that I failed to 
live up to his good guidance, I have paid the price. On many 
occasions since this deficit has held me back.

Nevertheless, I believe my friends and family would agree 
that I have worked hard with dedication through most of my 
life to make the world a better place.

I have been privileged to devote 40 years to the Tamil 
community in London in a number of voluntary capacities 
involving the young and young at heart, and I can look back 
on a pioneering research career in Metabolic Medicine that 
had real-world impact in the cardiovascular field.

It has been a life filled with joy, opportunity and service. 
I have been blessed to follow my path with my beautiful wife 
Saro by my side and I am the unbelievably proud father of 
three children who are taking on our mantle.

Kannan, Valli and Kaveri, this is my story.
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CHAPTER 1

My Parents

First, let me set the scene by telling you a little about my parents.

My father came from a poor background, very much 
a hand-to- mouth existence. He grew up in Araly South, a 
village on the beautiful coastline at the northern-most tip of 
Sri Lanka. Attending middle school at Government Victoria 
College in Chulipuram, he walked the four miles to school 
every morning.

His elder brother, my uncle Vythilingam, would walk 
halfway with him, then run off with his friends to play truant!

My father was a more dedicated student, but he had to 
get through the day on meagre sustenance. Breakfast was rice 
from the day before, soaked in water overnight and mixed with 
what was left  of the previous day’s curries. His packed lunch 
was string hopper noodles or pittu (made from rice flour) and 
sambol. For dinner, the family ate rice and vegetable curry, 
while meat was considered a luxury.

My father’s work ethic paid off, as he went on to become 
a teacher with a regular salary, whereas his brother had to 
work on his small farm to scrape a living. My father used to 
cite this as an example when we were young. He would say: 
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My father
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“If you study hard now you can end up having a comfortable 
living. If you don’t, then you will end up like my brother.”

 It is a lesson I have tried to instil in all the children it 
has been my honour to teach – that education is the greatest 
gift we can pass on to others because the rewards are so great.

My father was a very cool, calm person and I think I 
might have inherited his character. (I hope those who know 
me best will agree.) An example is how, whenever I broke 
something in the house, my mother would be ready to beat 
me but my father would intervene. He would say there was no 
point punishing me because what was broken was broken... 
although he was careful to warn me not to do it again.

My father was well educated, qualified in the colonial 
era Cambridge exam taken by senior-school students in Sri 
Lanka that required a high standard of excellence – he even 
learned Latin!

 His first appointment was as a station master for Malaysian 
Railways, then during the Second World war he returned home 
and retrained at Palaly Training College to be a teacher, his true 
vocation. On completion of his training he was appointed to 
Sithankerny Sri Ganesha Vidyasalai, our local primary school, 
where he was a brilliant teacher and enthused generations of 
pupils until his retirement. His hobbies included writing poetry, 
conducting bhajans at the local temple, training children in 
speech and drama and giving free tuition in Tamil, English 
(a language he had mastered during his Cambridge exam 
preparation) and arithmetic.

He was highly respected, encouraged his pupils to enter 
competitions to test themselves and enjoy a first heady taste 
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of academic glory, and did all he could for the betterment of 
the village children. And although he would remind us all to 
work harder than Uncle Vythilingam, my father remained 
very close to his elder brother throughout his life.

Uncle Vythilingam lived at Madduvil North, Chavakachcheri, 
about 15 miles from our family home, and my father made 
no major decisions affecting the family without consulting 
him first. Whenever such a situation arose, he would send 
off a postcard to Madduvil (in a time before telephones this 
was the perfect means of communication, as they only cost 3 
cents) asking his brother to come to our house for a discussion.

Uncle would jump onto his bullock cart and drive over 
for a lengthy discussion with both my parents (my father was 
careful to include my mother as well) before they arrived at 
a joint conclusion.

During school holidays I would happily go off to stay a 
week or so at the farm. My days were spent helping my uncle 
water the vegetable plots then playing the rest of the time 
with my cousins. On Fridays I joined the family in visiting 
the local temple. Later, during the civil war, the Tamil Tigers 
LTTE organisation evacuated people from Jaffna to Vanni for 
safety and around 60 members of my extended family went 
to seek refuge at my uncle’s house in Madduvil.

My mother Sivapackiam was born in Malaysia and had 
a comfortable upbringing there. I remember my maternal 
grandparents to this day, how we stayed next to their house 
in Sithankerny and how really fond of us they were.

Once my mother married and my siblings and I were 
born, she devoted her life to looking after her family. My 
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My Mother
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mother  showered  me  with love and affection and we were 
very close. I remember her meticulously doing the housework 
and cooking with such care and attention. First, she would 
serve food for us children, then for my father, and only once 
he had finished would she take his plate with the remains of 
his meal and add her food on top. Eating from the same plate 
was my mother’s sweet way of showing togetherness.

She was far more than a housewife, however. She won great 
respect and admiration in the community for her voluntary 
work as Treasurer of the Sithankerny Women’s Society called 
Maather Sangam. This group ran a tailoring class for girls who 
had left school early, teaching them intricate skills that helped 
them earn a small living once they completed the course.

As Treasurer my mother needed to be quick with numbers 
and she had the required talent. This is one of the reasons why 
my father never did anything important without consulting 
her. The other reason, of course, was the deep love they shared. 
My mother taught me one of the most valuable lessons in my 
life: that leading a good, happy and healthy life is the true 
prize. As she would often tell me, there is no point earning a 
fortune if you are unhappy and it affects your health.

She believed in kindness to others and all that is good. 
She is always in my heart.

I grew up happily with my brother and sister. I was very 
close to my brother Sarvananther, all the more so after he came 
to London to study engineering and worked as an engineer. 
He led a simple and spiritual life, was very religious and was 
always to be seen at Archway Murugan Temple during festivals 
and events.
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Whenever I was bored, I used to call him and within the 
hour    he would be over at our house with his wife Valliamman, 
whom he married on 1 July 1974 in Malaysia. We used to have 
lengthy discussions about ways to help vulnerable members of 
society and he influenced me greatly in my charitable work. 
Sadly my brother died in 2009 under tragic circumstances. 
He left three children, Soruban, Mythili and Sothili. I miss 
him more than words can say.

My sister Arunthavaeaswary, a BA graduate from 
Peradeniya University, married Mr P Sivasubramaniam from 
the Inland Revenue Department on 8 February 1971. They 
have three children, Janarthanan, Jananthanan and Sanjayan. 
My brother-in- law retired as a Commissioner in the Inland 
Revenue Department. I still keep in touch with my sister daily, 
and she briefs me about all the goings-on in Sri Lanka and 
news from our relatives.

My brother My sister



CHAPTER 2

Educating Nithy

I wonder sometimes if the full life I have enjoyed is partly a 
matter of luck, for I was born on 17-12-1941.

Why is this significant? Because 1 + 7 = 8, and 1 + 7 + 1 
+ 2 + 1 + 9 + 4 + 1 = 26, which is 2 + 6 = 8... and 8, as you will 
probably know, is a very lucky number in Chinese numerology.

To double down on my chances of good fortune, since 
1977 I have lived at Kudil, 179 Norval Road... and 1 + 7 + 9 
= 17, which is 1 + 7 = 8!

Well, numerology may give a person their character but 
there is a lot more that goes into a life apart from numbers, 
as I hope my story will show.

I was born in our village house in Sithankerny, just a 
few miles from where my father had grown up. It was the 
simplest of structures built from clay, lime and sand with a 
roof thatched out of palmyra leaves. It had two bedrooms and 
a kitchen, the cheapest home you can imagine. About a mile 
square in area, the village is said to have acquired its name 
because a lot of sithars (yogis) lived there and used the local 
kerny (public baths): hence Sithankerny. Today it still has only 
440 families and a population under 1,300.
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Residents include a number of professionals, farmers and 
civil servants, and many parents are keen on educating their 
children to improve their prospects. The village has produced 
some eminent personalities: one went on to become Foreign 
Minister then Second Deputy Prime Minister of Singapore.

His name was Mr Sinnathamby Rajaratnam and he rose 
to heights of responsibility that were very unusual for a Sri 
Lankan Tamil. He was the first minister for foreign affairs in 
post-independence Singapore from 1965, and served in the 
Cabinet until 1988. As a leading member of the government he 
was one of three people who worked with the Prime Minister 
Lee Kwan Yew to formulate the country’s policy. He is also 
remembered for writing Singapore’s National Pledge in 1966.

Others became philanthropists who built schools and 
from the present generation I  am proud  of  Dr  Rasiah 
Ganeshamoorthy, a retired consultant anaesthetist, and 
Professor Arulampalam Atputharajah, Dean of the Faculty 
of Engineering at Jaffna University’s Kilinochchi campus.

Nevertheless, I come from a distinctly modest background.

So who could ever have thought that from here I would 
go on    to put my son through Eton and see him and my two 
daughters graduate from universities globally rated among 
the very best?

My beginnings were not auspicious, however. In 1946 I 
went to the primary school where my father taught the Lower 
Kindergarten class and was immediately promoted to Upper 
Kindergarten. Not because I showed dazzling academic promise, 
but rather because I preferred not to have my father as a teacher! 
Instead I was taught by the principal Mr Easwarampillai.
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At Vaddu Hindu College middle school from 1950 to 1952 
I was also no shining star, being placed 25th out of 31 pupils.                 
Yet my father did not express his disappointment, rather 
choosing to look on the bright side and tell me: “Congratulations, 
you have beaten six people!”

You may be wondering with this record how I would go 
on to achieve a PhD at University  College  London  (UCL),  
one  of  the world’s most prestigious institutions. It was hard 
work and determination that took me there, particularly in 
the light of the story I am now going to relate.

My father, who as I have explained, spoke and wrote 
excellent English, used to give me and four of  my friends extra 
lessons in the language. He wanted us to learn English spelling 
so that  we would be able to write fluently, but he insisted we 
memorise  25 words before we were allowed to go out to play. 
As impatient youngsters desperate to run outside, we thought 
this too much to ask. So I devised a system whereby the five 
of us would stand in line and memorise a few spellings each. 
I would be first in line and learn spellings 1, 6 and 11, while 
the next child would memorise spellings 2, 7 and 12, and so 
on … It was quite a brainwave but it was to have unfortunate 
consequences. You see, I cheated my guru (in this case my 
father), I cheated my father and I cheated my education goddess 
Sarawathy. Throughout my career my difficulties in writing 
correct English have been a disadvantage. My weak spelling 
has meant I have had to depend on someone else’s help on 
many occasions.
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If I could go back now, I would willingly give up those 
extra minutes in the playground to have a better command 
of the language of Shakespeare!

When the time came for senior school in 1952, I attended 
one of the oldest American mission schools in South East Asia. 
Jaffna College in Vaddukoddai was a first-class establishment 
with origins going back 150 years. From the age of 11 to 16 
I survived on a very tight budget. The bus fare to school cost 
10 cents and a milk tea in the canteen another 7 cents, so 17 
cents in all a day (we were expected to walk the two miles 
home from school.) So every Monday morning my father 
would give me 85 cents, enough for the whole week. That was 
all the money I had and it was a rigorous training programme. 
You can therefore imagine my joy when I discovered that I 
excelled at maths, came top in the subject every term in my 
first year and my delighted teacher was so impressed that he 
gave me 5 rupees from his own pocket as a prize.

This was a lot of money at that time!

To put it into context, his salary was only 400 rupees a 
month,  and 5 rupees was the equivalent of 50 times my daily 
bus fare! Mr Kanagaratnam from Naranthanai, I am grateful 
to you to this day.

By 1954 I was in Form 3 and about to be assigned to 
either the science stream or the arts stream. Maths was all I 
felt good at and my father was very keen that I specialise in 
science. To the extent that, highly unusually, he took me to 
see my maths teacher Mr Abraham at home, and he directed 
us on to the principal’s house. There Mr Boss Chelliah agreed 
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with my father’s plea, but this is not why I remember this 
incident so clearly.

I remember it because, keen to impress the principal and 
seeing that at 6pm it was dark, I greeted him with a confident: 
“Goodnight, Sir!” How silly I was. As we left, he gently explained 
to me the correct use of “Good evening.”

In 1956 I took my O-levels, but just beforehand I had to sit 
a mock exam to be streamlined straight into the A-level class. 
To achieve this I needed to get a mark of 55 in five subjects... 
and here is where I showed some cunning.

 A score of 51 or 52 was rounded down to 50, whereas a 
score of 53 or 54 was rounded up to 55. I achieved the requisite 
marks in four subjects but only 52  in my fifth – chemistry. So 
I went off  to see my chemistry teacher Mr Somasundaram. 
I explained my predicament and asked him to give me one 
more mark to take me up to 53, which I could then convert 
into a 55 and secure my place on the A-level course.

Admiring my courage in approaching him, he smiled 
and agreed!

I like to think this also shows my spirit, my ambition and 
my determination to succeed. My A-level Applied Maths teacher 
Mr Rajasingam shared this determination. It was 1957, and he 
was very impressed with the work our class was completing. He 
was not so impressed with our Pure Maths teacher, however, 
whom he felt was not up to the mark. Feeling sorry that poor 
teaching in this part of the course could jeopardise our results, 
he invited us for weekend study sessions at his house in Navalar 
Road, Jaffna. There, under the pretext of studying Applied 
Maths, he coached us surreptitiously in Pure Maths!
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We used to cycle about eight miles to reach his home 
and after the class we would go to Malayan Café in Jaffna for 
tea and vadai as a treat. His coaching paid dividends and I 
finished with a Grade  A in Maths. I owe him my gratitude, 
and whenever I visited Sri Lanka I did not fail to visit him to 
pay my respects.

By 1959 I was off to the University of Ceylon in Colombo 
to undertake a science degree. I  had  failed my  Chemistry 
A-level  so could not read Engineering, which along with 
Medicine was regarded as the most prestigious course.

After my first year, however, I had worked so hard that 
I was selected as one of only 12 students taken on to do a 
BSc Honours degree in Chemistry. This was a very popular 
course as graduates were always offered jobs immediately. I 
was on my way!

I also had a stroke of luck in my final year... although I 
would not reap the benefit for another three decades, it was 
customary in those days to offer the post of Demonstrator in 
Chemistry to a final-year student.

The role was based on sharing the workload as well as 
the salary between all 12 students in the class, allowing them 
to gain part- time training as well as a little bit of money to 
help with expenses. I was lucky to be called by Professor Eric 
Fonseka and offered  the post of Demonstrator. This gave me 
some administrative experience, but more valuable (as I was 
to discover much later in London) was the fact that this one 
year of service counted towards my pension contributions.
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That was far from my mind, however, when I graduated 
with a 2:1 in 1963, coming second on the list. I was delighted 
to be appointed as an Assistant Lecturer in Chemistry at the 
University of Ceylon’s Peradeniya Campus. I also served as 
Sub Warden at Wijewardene Hall in Peradeniya, gaining 
my first experience as an administrator and learning how to 
understand and approach the students to help them achieve 
their best.

While I was working in Peradeniya, I used to join friends 
at the Hindu Temple in Kandy on Friday evenings then after 
prayer we would all go for pancakes at a thosai boutique run 
by a brahmin. One Friday six of us went from Wijewardene 
Hall and during dinner, one friend came up with the idea 
that whoever ate the fewest thosais would pay the bill. We all 
agreed. Usually we would eat four or five thosais each, but that 
night most of my friends had managed seven or eight while 
I was behind on six. So I asked the waiter for two more, then 
an extra one a few minutes later.

All my friends were astonished at the speed I was eating, 
but I escaped from paying the bill. Then when we arrived 
back at Wijewardene Hall I opened my trouser pocket... and 
revealed two missing thosais! Everyone had a good laugh.

Of course, 1963 was also a landmark year in another very 
important way, as it was when I met my beautiful future wife, 
Sarojinidevi Subramaniam.

Saro was reading for a B.Sc. (Hons) in Zoology on the same 
campus in Colombo and living in St Albans Place, Bambalapitya. 
Impressed with her beauty, her calm and her shy demeanour, 
I decided to approach her.
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But wooing this golden girl would not be as easy as I 
imagined. First I bought some sweets and cashew nuts and 
took them over to her place. I chatted to her for some time, 
then offered her the sweets.

I had been too bold, and she refused them!

I was not to be defeated, however, and several months 
later devised a clever plan. When I discovered that she was 
travelling back to her home town on the night mail train, I 
headed off  to catch the same train. I saw her at a distance 
on the platform, my heart beating in nervous anticipation. I 
waited for some time until the train reached Ragama station 
then started to look for her, walking up and down the length 
of the carriages three times.

No sign of Saro.

At Polgawala station I approached the guard in charge of 
the sleeping compartments. No berths or seats available, but 
he offered me a pillow and newspaper so I could bed down 
in the corridor. The next afternoon I summoned up all my 
courage and went to see Saro at her residence in Uduvil. To 
my delight she was pleased to see me... and told me she had 
been sleeping in a berth in the very compartment where I 
had spent an uncomfortable night on the floor. It was worth 
every minute!

We soon agreed to marry, making me the happiest man 
in Sri Lanka, but we could not do so immediately.



CHAPTER 3

Leaving Sri Lanka

In 1966 I received a scholarship to do a PhD at University 
College London, following a path well trodden by many 
Commonwealth students eager to undertake their post-graduate 
studies in the city.

My new life began on 9 September that year when I set off 
by ship aboard the Fairstar, heading for the UK. I remember 
the fare was £105. The journey took 17  days and I chose to 
sail rather than  fly for two reasons. Firstly I would have a 
chance to experience the different ports where we called in en 
route – Port Aden, Port Said and Naples. My second reason 
was economic. My scholarship began the day I left Sri Lanka, 
so by sailing I accumulated 17 extra days’ money which I was 
careful to save.

There were 35 other Sri Lankans on the Fairstar. 
Travelling on  the ship with me were Mr C Yogachandran, 
Mr Karunarajah Packiam, Mr LH Dayaratna and a Buddhist 
priest from Vidyodaya University. I am very close still to                                             
Dr. Yogachandran.

Prior to my travels I was pre-warned that England was 
so cold that I would no longer be able to be a vegetarian but 
would instead have to tuck into hearty meat dishes, drink 
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alcohol and smoke to keep myself warm! I decided I would 
make the transition to becoming a carnivore on the ship, but 
as it happened we were on an Italian vessel and luckily for our 
first meal I was served rice and vegetable gravy with plenty 
of fresh fruit and biscuits. I set about tucking into the same 
thing every day.

Crisis averted.

We landed at Southampton on 26 September and travelled 
by train to Waterloo. I was so disappointed! Whereas I had been 
expecting to find beautiful English homes and gardens like I 
had seen in picture books, as we trundled along the tracks all I 
spotted were the ugly backs of houses with pocket-sized yards.

My spirits lifted when a friend from university, Mr 
Vijayaratna, was there to meet me at Waterloo Station. He took 
me to No. 1 Pembridge Crescent, where I would be lodging. 
Now part of posh Notting Hill, in those days my Bayswater 
street was in a very cheap part of London. For £4 a week I was 
given a small single room with just one hotplate for cooking 
and one cupboard to store my belongings.

Solace came from the  fact  that  there  were  other  Sri  
Lankans in the same house, offering the wonderful comfort of 
my own language and customs in a strange country. It made for 
a very homely residence. Sri Lankan fellow lodgers included 
Mr  and Mrs Balasubramanian, Mr and Mrs Velauthapillai, 
Mr and Mrs Kumaradeva, Mr Jeyasingh, Mr Vijayaratna and 
Mr Ramachandran.

I still remember how the German caretaker would come 
along with her dog and bang on the door every Friday to 
demand the rent!



CHAPTER 4

Early Days in London                                                     
A Different World!

I will now describe a little of life in 1960s London, a world 
away from what we know now.

Migration to the UK from Sri Lanka had started early in 
the decade with an open visa available for skilled and semi-
skilled people. Students came to study for engineering and 
nursing, concentrating around South East London Polytechnic, 
Kingston Polytechnic and Hatfield Polytechnic. In all, there 
were around 500 Sri Lankan families in Ealing, East Ham, 
Wimbledon and south east London.

Houses were not centrally heated, with rooms kept barely 
warm with either a coal fire or paraffin heaters. A bathtub in 
our flat would have been considered a luxury fit for the Ritz! 
Instead people went to the public bathhouse and Porchester 
Baths was a famous venue for Sunday bathing in Bayswater. 
Taking a bath cost a shilling – the equivalent of 5p. And of 
course at that time many houses had outside toilets.

And how strange university life seemed, such a different 
environment to what I was used to.

That I settled in well was largely thanks to the fact that I 
already knew Dr Thiruamachandran, who introduced me to 
an Australian professor, Prof. Nyholm, who in turn took me 
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to meet my supervisor in Inorganic Reaction Mechanisms, 
Dr Martin Tobe.

 I was also able to maintain my vegetarian diet, having 
abandoned my plans to become a meat-eater on the boat. 
On my first afternoon in London Mr Vijayaratna took me 
to the only Indian shop in Bayswater, Patak, where I could 
buy all the vegetables  and spices I needed. My friends and 
I also discovered an Indian restaurant owned by a Mr Shah 
that served a delicious vegetarian lunch, and we took full 
advantage of the Indian YMCA nearby as well as the Ceylon 
Students’ Centre where lunch was served for three shillings 
and sixpence.

We would also go to the home of Mr Sabapathipillai, 
whose family were among the early settlers, for Friday bhajans. 
(He was also a priest during Hindu prayers, and conducted 
marriage ceremonies and funerals.) That is how I survived, 
because back in my room I was a terrible cook, mastering 
only one dish on my single electric ring – boiled rice mixed 
with dhal and spinach!

But what about all the famous London pubs? They passed 
me by.

I had been brought up in a no-alcohol household and I 
continued not drinking in London. My father found a not-
so-subtle way of encouraging me in this before I set off for 
university studies in Sri Lanka, telling me a story. He began: 
“When our neighbour’s son started university, his friends 
invited him to a party and wanted him to join them for a drink. 
He declined. They told him, ‘Go on, just have one.’
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“The young man replied: ‘If I have a drink you will be 
happy, but if I tell my mother that I resisted temptation and 
did not take a sip of alcohol, she will be delighted. For me 
my mother’s happiness is more important than anything else 
because she has sacrificed so much for me’.”

 My father concluded: “The moral of this story is – son, 
don’t touch a drop of alcohol in your life.” I am proud to say 
that I have remained a vegetarian, non-smoker and teetotaller.

With my fellow students Mr Yogachandran, undertaking a 
PhD in Maths at UCL, Mr Ganesalingam who had flown from 
Sri Lanka for his PhD in Zoology and was also at UCL, along 
with School of Oriental and African Studies postgraduates 
Mr Pathmanathan and Mr Kanapathipllai, I was happily 
surrounded by a heartwarming group of friends. I also used to 
host a Coffee Club in my laboratory for PhD students, each of 
us putting one old penny into the kitty to buy tea, coffee and 
milk. There was Ali Hussein from Sudan, Peter the American 
and Poon and Wang from Singapore. I remember them as if 
it were yesterday.

Life changed again – in the most wonderful way – when 
six months into my studies Saro arrived from Sri Lanka to 
join me.

We married in a civil ceremony on 27 May 1967 at 
Paddington Register Office. With our two witnesses Mr SM 
Sri Kantha and Mr K Satkunam we were a grand total of just 
four! But I didn’t mind, I had just wed the love of my life and 
we would make up for it three years later. Saro and I moved to 
23 Chepstow Road, London W2, and later to Lillian Penson 
Hall then finally to a University College flat in Farringdon.
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Around this time in the late sixties, back in my village in 
Sri Lanka there lived a mystic. This woman would fall into a 
trance early in the morning and claim she had the power to 
predict the future. Somehow my parents heard that Saro and 
I were living together. Although we were legally wed in the 
eyes of the law in the UK, in my parents’ eyes we would not 
be married until we had undergone a religious ceremony in 
Sri Lanka.

 My mother, alarmed by what was apparently going on 
in London, went to consult the mystic with my brother. In a 
trance, the seer told her that her son was indeed living with 
a woman... but that his wife was a wonderful person who 
would look after her in her final days. It is hard to believe, but 
the prophecy was 100% accurate. Saro is an angel and cared 
lovingly for my mother, who came to London at the end of 
her life and spent her last years with us.

In our spare time we went to Speaker’s Corner on Sunday 
afternoons to watch impassioned speakers leap onto a soapbox 
and debate the issues of the day. Walking along Bayswater 
Road  to view the paintings in a myriad styles set out by local 
artists was entertaining too. We would go window shopping in 
Oxford Street then buy our groceries in Sainsbury’s, carrying 
home two full bags each. A week’s food for only £2!

And the bus fare was just three old pence... while the 
average price of a house was £4,000 and there were plentiful 
jobs in the civil service for those with O and A Levels. Clerical 
Assistants started on £12 a week.

I also enjoyed poker parties with Sri Lankan friends in 
Surbiton, though the stakes were never high and it was simply 
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for fun. The lurking presence of menacing skinheads made 
walking home alone at night a frightening experience.

My weak spelling came back to haunt me while I was 
writing my thesis, but again I found a work-around to overcome 
my failings. I struck a deal with the charming Dr Alan Davey, 
who was carrying out postdoctoral work in my lab. I would 
write ten pages a day, he would correct them and in return I 
would... make him a cup of tea. You might think that I had 
the best of this arrangement, but Dr Alan loved his tea and he 
was very pleased with the bargain! To my delight and relief 
my supervisor later remarked how impressed he was with the 
quality of my writing ... perhaps proof of my luck in life (or 
to be more accurate, thank you, Dr Alan).

Another of the tasks for my thesis was to include 35 graphs, 
which was a time-consuming and tedious challenge. Fortunately 
I was able to call on the kindness of my friend Mr Nitkunan, 
an engineer by profession, who did all the tracing for me.

There are some moments that are seared in our memories 
forever, and my PhD examination is one of them.

To help me relax, my examiner spent the first 15 minutes 
chatting about Sri Lanka. Then, during the three-hour 
examination, I found that to each of his questions I was able 
to provide logical proofs that justified how I had reached 
my conclusions. At the end he told me solemnly that he was 
not allowed to tell me whether I had passed or failed, then 
whispered: “Congratulations!” He later wrote a very nice 
report about my thesis.

I am not the only pupil who has ever been mischievous at 
school but matured into a hard worker. In fact, there is another 
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Mr Balasuramaniam to whom I owe deep thanks. He lived 
few miles away from us in Bayswater. In fact, I had known 
him in Sri Lanka. He was a student when I was lecturing in 
Chemistry and he would regularly infuriate me by making 
paper planes and throwing them at the girls while I wrote on 
the blackboard. I had to send him out of the class!

When he came over to the UK, however, he regretted his 
past behaviour and worked immensely hard in his job at the 
Medical Research Council while he also completed a Masters 
then a PhD. He impressed his boss so much with his work 
ethic that when Saro applied for a job there, and performed 
very well at interview, the boss thought all Sri Lankans must 
also be such hard workers and immediately employed her as a 
Research Assistant. So Mr Balasubramanian turned out to be 
one of our heroes, and I am delighted to report that he later 
went on to become a senior executive in the health service 
in Sydney, Australia.

Saro joined the Medical Research Council, based in 
Hammersmith Hospital, in 1967 and remained there for 
35 years until she retired in 2002. It became like a second 
home to her and she showed extraordinary commitment to 
her profession throughout that time. She fondly remembers 
working under Dr NB Myant and Dr Thompson, serving four 
Directors in all.

She was always very hardworking and meticulous in her 
research work. In collaboration with her Director, she published 
many research papers in the field of lipids. She even discovered 
a new variety of Apo E protein... and this was such a coup 
that there was talk of naming it after her, Apo E Saro. Sadly, 
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however, the name finally chosen was Apo E Hammersmith. 
Far less evocative! My regret is that in the 1970s she had hoped 
to undertake a PhD, but I foolishly discouraged her and asked 
her to devote herself instead to our children.

A life in London is not what we had planned or expected, 
however. We had never thought of staying on in the UK after 
our studies were complete and we returned to Sri Lanka in 
December 1969 where I assumed duties as a lecturer in the 
Chemistry Department at Peradeniya.

Saro’s parents, Mr P C Subramaniam, Principal of Mann’s 
School, and his wife, came to our house in Sithankerny to talk 
to my parents and formally request consent for our religious 
marriage. This took place on 8 February 1970 in the Sivan 
Temple in our village.

 What a contrast to Paddington Register Office! We 
welcomed hundreds of guests in a lavish, colourful ceremony, 
with glorious food piled up and beautiful music.

However, the political situation in Sri Lanka had  changed, 
and we felt very uneasy at rising discrimination against the 
Tamil community.

We realised that our future happiness lay back in Britain. 
I applied for an employment voucher, which was granted 
straight away, and Saro was immediately given back her job 
the Medical Research Council.

I began my career as a Visiting Lecturer at Kennington 
College in south east London, joining on 28 April 1971 on a 
salary of £41 a week (but no holiday pay). It was not long before 
I moved to the North London Blood Transfusion Centre as a 
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Above: Saro’s parents   Below: Our wedding day
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Biochemist. I finally settled at Saint Mary’s Hospital Medical 
School as a postdoctoral Research Fellow in the Metabolic 
Unit on 20 March 1972 on the grand salary of £1,755 a year.

Since Saro and I were both working, we were able to buy 
a house in Wembley in 1972, a typical English three-bedroom 
semidetached home at 58 Nathans Road for £8,500. Our son 
Kannan had been born on 26 December 1971, followed by our 
daughters Valli on 21 April 1974 and Kaveri on 1 September 
1979. By then we had sold our first house for £15,000 and in 
1977 bought our present home at 179 Norval Road, also in 
Wembley, for £26,000.



CHAPTER 5

Life at St Mary’s and a                                            
Hot Temper

During my 22 years at Saint Mary’s, before I took early 
retirement as a Senior Research Scientist on New Year’s Eve 
1993, I am proud to have carried out some pioneering work.

We investigated the side effects  of  oral  contraceptives  
and  wrote papers on their impact on cardiovascular conditions 
and cholesterol. We carried out more groundbreaking work 
on the side effects of  diabetes, and it was fascinating to be 
at the forefront of science in my field. I was able to follow a 
Masters course in Biochemistry on a part-time basis, and I 
have even been listed in Who’s Who in British Science.

Our working conditions were often difficult, on the other 
hand, because of the character of my professor, an Australian 
named Wynn. He was extremely hot tempered and 95% of 
the time very moody.

When he did his rounds of the department, anyone found 
to have made a mistake or caught chatting was immediately 
punished with a week’s work to be finished by 5pm the same 
day. He would call round at midday to inspect our work and 
instruct us to carry on just when we had been hoping to go 
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for lunch. Toilet breaks had to be kept to a minimum and at 
5pm he would be back to make sure we were still working. 
As he put his coat on at 7pm he would tell us to “keep going” 
but the minute he left, we would be out of the lab in a flash.

Professor Wynn was a hard taskmaster but he did have his 
good points. He applied for multiple grants from America and 
when the grant-making bodies sent people over to see what 
we were doing, he would show off our talents and introduce 
us as “the leading lipidologists in the UK”, which was very 
welcome praise.

And we made sure to take advantage of the 5% of the time 
that  he was in a good mood. For example, every five years 
we would prepare letters in advance requesting our merit 
increments and promotion to a  higher grade,  then  call his 
secretary when  he was happy and ask her to give them to him 
that instant. He would immediately call us, review our work 

A Royal Visit... Princess Margaret, Professor Wynn and Myself
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and recommend us by dictating a letter to the Dean there and 
then. It was just a case of choosing our moment!

It was while I was at St Mary’s that I learned a valuable 
life lesson... though too late.

Since childhood I have lived within my means. I have a 
strict policy of not borrowing any money from or lending any 
money  to my friends, as it can lead to misunderstandings and 
even ruin   a friendship. But in the 1980s one of  my friends 
came to see me  at St Mary’s and asked for a loan of £4,000, 
which I refused. He then told me that he had been gambling, 
had stolen money from the cash till to cover his debts and that 
if he did not replace it he would lose his job. He was in tears, 
so I broke my life-long policy in order to save him. I took out 
the money on my credit card... and that was the last I saw of 
him. I had to pay back in instalments and after interest was 
added I had paid an eye-watering total of £7,000.

I made two mistakes.

One, I did not tell my wife about the loan. Two, I did not 
tell his wife, thinking it could cause heated family arguments. 
Later, when I asked his wife about repaying all I had lost, she 
escaped lightly by shooting back a clever riposte: “Had you 
lent him this money with my permission, I would have settled 
it.” Too late, and a good lesson learned. Whenever friends asks 
me for a loan, I tell them this story.

You may be wondering at this stage how I was able to take 
retirement with a full pension at the youthful age of 52. The 
answer is that I had an unusual contract whereby St Mary’s 
Hospital paid my salary to the university Medical School, which 
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passed it on to me. Thanks to the Commonwealth Universities 
Agreement, my eight years’ service at the University of Ceylon 
all counted towards my pension: one year as Demonstrator, 
three years as Assistant Lecturer, three years on leave from the 
university for post-graduate studies and one year as a Lecturer.

This became relevant when I had a conversation in June 
1993 with Mr Kanagathurai, a former cricketer at St John’s 
College in Jaffna and now Chief Accountant at the hospital. 
His office was in the same block as mine and we used to meet 
regularly during our lunch break. Sitting in the canteen that 
day he told me that in line with St Mary’s becoming a Trust as 
part of an NHS re-organisation, it was offering a very attractive 
retirement package.

This comprised ten years’ service added to an employee’s 
pension, providing an immediate lump sum as well as a pension. 
As I was indirectly paid by the hospital I could make use of 
this facility, incorporate my Sri Lankan years of service and 
retire on full pension. It was an offer far too good to miss and 
six months later I bade farewell to my colleagues as I left my 
lab for the last time.



CHAPTER 6

Kannan, Valli and Kaveri                                            
My Golden Trio

While I was hard at work at St Mary’s our children were growing 
up.

I come, as I have explained, from a humble background 
where a good education is our only goal. I knew that the only 
way to progress in Britain would be through education. I learned 
about Eton, its prestige and how 19 Prime Ministers had been 
pupils. I knew that if Kannan could go there, his future would 
be safe. So  I took him to visit at the age of six, stood in the 
quadrangle when he was far too young to understand, and 
told him that one day I wanted him to study there.

It was my dream.

After attending Byron Court Primary School in Wembley 
and going on to Orley Farm prep school in Harrow, Kannan 
passed a qualifying test for Eton at the age of 10 ½. This was 
wonderful news as it gave him a provisional place as long as 
he passed Common Entrance Exam when he was 13. He did 
so, and also took a scholarship exam on top of the normal 
paper. Although he achieved a modest B+ in the basic Maths 
paper, he excelled with an A+ in the far more challenging 
Advanced Maths paper... but his combined total came up just 
a few marks short.
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 Kannan at Eton
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So he did not win a scholarship but he did secure his place 
at the finest school in the land. Eton is a beautiful place to 
study and to fund the fees Saro and I re-mortgaged our house. 
That provided security and our kind local bank manager was 
then happy for us to write the cheques for £6,000 a year, rising 
to £10,000 by the time Kannan left.

That is how we put our son through Eton on our modest 
salaries. The day he started I was so proud and so happy for 
him, for our family and for our community.

I would like to say a few words here about the delight that 
all three of our children have brought to our lives.

Kannan did not have an easy childhood. Saro and I were 
overjoyed when she went into labour on 26 December 1971, 
was admitted to St Mary’s Hospital and we were blessed with 
a son. It is impossible to describe our feelings at that time, 
feelings that burst into our hearts once again at the births of 
Valli and Kaveri.

Shortly after Kannan was born, however, the consultant 
Mr Paintain examined our son and told us the shocking news 
that   he had a club foot. He consoled us by saying that the 
baby was in otherwise perfect health and that his condition 
could be corrected by a minor operation. In fact, our brave 
boy had to undergo three operations between the ages of three 
and eight. These were carried out at Northwick Park Hospital 
under the very able orthopaedic surgeon Mr Klenerman.

To make matters worse, one day my sister-in-law was 
cooking rice and had a pan of water boiling on the cooker. 
Kannan was three at the time and as he ran into the kitchen 
the door swung shut, knocking the handle of the pan, turning 
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it over and upending scalding water all over him. He suffered 
third-degree burns to his chest and had to spend three months 
at Mount Vernon Hospital. It was a truly awful experience.

 On top of this, Kannan suffered from infantile asthma. 
Whenever his wheezing escalated we had to rush him to the 
Carroll Ward    at Northwick Park Hospital and admit him 
for three to five days.

We were there so often that we had permission to bypass 
A&E and go straight to the ward. Until he was ten, Saro spent 
many days and nights at his hospital bedside caring for him 
as only a mother can. Fortunately, she had an understanding 
Director at the Medical Research Council who willingly gave 
her extended leave.

After Eton, Kannan went on to the London School of 
Economics (LSE) where in his second year another disaster 
befell him, this time a problem with money not health. He loved 
disco music and with an Indian classmate jointly organised a 
disco event with an agreement that they would share the profits.

The family together on Kannan’s wedding day
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Kannan was surprised but not overly suspicious when the 
friend made sure that all the contracts for hire of the hall, the 
artists, the sound, the lighting etc. were in Kannan’s name. On 
the night the venue was full, but it gradually emerged to my 
son’s horror that all the admission tickets were forged. The 
money had been siphoned off, there was no profit for Kannan 
and instead he was liable for all the costs of the evening. I 
had to write a cheque to cover the loss... and £12,000 was a 
significant sum in 1990.

At least I was happy that I saved him from going down 
the wrong path, and he did not forget my kindness. Indeed, 
I was rewarded handsomely later on when he bought me a 
Mercedes Benz out of his first bonus!

Kannan is now a partner in an American hedge  fund. He  
is  very active, sociable and loves sport. He married Louise 
Byrne, a Director at Google, on 25 June 2011 and they are the 
proud parents of Orla and Aidan.

His sister Valli followed him to LSE, albeit by way of 
Byron Court, St Christopher’s then Notting Hill and Ealing 
High School. She was very shy as a child but her personality 
and confidence were transformed after she achieved wonderful 
A-level results.

She read for a degree in Economics, graduated with a 
2:1 and has had a very successful career. She joined Alliance 
Capital, completed her Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) 
certification and was promoted to Senior Vice President before 
becoming a part-time investment adviser and stay-at-home 
mum. Very systematic and methodical in all she does, she never 
leaves anything to the last minute. Valli married Nirukshan 
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Srikanthapalan, a risk analyst, on 8 February 2006 and their 
lovely children are Sarisha and Amaiya.

Kaveri was very bubbly as a child, is still very active and 
makes friends very easily. After Byron Court and North London 
Collegiate, she fell in love with Edinburgh and chose the city to 
study for her Masters in Economics, graduating with a 2:1. She 
reads widely and can easily fall into conversation with anyone 
on a variety of subjects. She has held a number of important 
jobs, loves writing and presently works as a financial journalist.

All three children are my pride and joy!

Yet so much of the credit for raising this golden trio must 
go to Saro. As I have explained, she gave up her hopes of a 
PhD to be a wife and mother while juggling a full-time job.

She kept a laser focus on the children’s progress through 
primary school, always charting how far they were ahead of 
their peers thanks to our family insistence on the importance of 
education. She knew the syllabus thoroughly, and we encouraged 
plenty of reading and maths at home. Saro was, and still is, a 
very keen gardener, talented cook, makes excellent cakes and 
knits pretty dresses for our grandchildren. We are rather an 
old-fashioned couple: she has never addressed me by name 
and at the same time, I have never addressed her by name. 
But our bond is unbreakable.



CHAPTER 7

West London Tamil School                                       
My Head Start

I will now wind back in time to describe my parallel professional 
life – for from 1982 onwards I am immensely proud to have 
served as Headteacher of West London Tamil School in a 
voluntary capacity. The fact that I was unpaid, and devoted 
many, many hours to my role was insignificant when weighed 
against the pleasure I found in teaching new generations of 
Tamil children.

My love of education to the fore again!

West London Tamil School (WLTS) had been founded 
by Mr CJT Thamotharam in 1978 as a Saturday morning 
school teaching Tamil Language and South Indian Fine Arts. 
It answered a real need in our community for assistance 
with maintaining our mother tongue and culture among 
children attending local authority schools for their mainstream 
education. In fact, it has become a symbol of the love of Tamil 
families in exile for our language and culture: we have one of 
the world’s oldest languages (and the oldest living language) 
with a literature that goes back several centuries.
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Saro and I came to the school in 1979 as parents, because 
Kannan and Valli were studying there. But three years later 
the founder and headteacher Mr Thamotharam wished to step 
down and no one could be found to replace him.

 Imagine my surprise when one evening Mr Thamotharam 
and the rest of the Board namely Dr Soma Arunachalam, Mr 
K Niththyananthan, Mr S Ganeson and Mr N Wignarajah 
knocked on our door and asked me to take over.

They felt my past experience as a lecturer and evident 
passion for learning made me the ideal candidate – particularly 
as I was the only one willing! Although I was rather young 
at the age of 40 to be given such responsibility, I took it as a 
challenge. So I assumed my duties as Head in September 1982, 
starting with 8 teachers and 50 pupils. By the time I left in 

With Mr Thamotharam
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1989, we had developed the Greenford Branch to a remarkable 
150 students with 18 staff.

As the school needed funds, a Bharatanatyam programme 
was organised on 19 November 1983 starring Tamil Nadu 
State Dancer Kumari Swarnamukhi. She was in London at 
the time and we persuaded her to perform with her troupe of 
musicians. It was quite a coup for our school to have secured 
such a celebrity and we enjoyed a very happy fundraising 
event at Featherstone High School.

We were so popular and successful that our site in 
Greenford soon became too small, and we opened a second 
branch in Wembley in 1984.

A contributory factor was the civil upheaval and riots in 
Sri Lanka in 1983 that led to an influx of refugees from my 

WLTS Greenford Staff, 1985
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homeland, with as many as 100,000 arriving in Britain. In 
this regard, I remember vividly how I and many members 
of our settled community in London helped the new arrivals 
with language and housing problems and liaised with the 
immigration authorities. I even carried out interviews with 
the media and appeared on the BBC’s Newsnight programme.

The riots also prompted me to become an author for the 
first time. My inspiration was a book that had been published 
after the earlier race riots against Tamils in 1958. Written by a 
famous Sinhalese journalist, Tarzie Vittachi, it drew wide acclaim 
and became a best seller because he ignored the prejudices 
of his own community to tell the true story of the atrocities 
committed at that time against the Tamil population. Titled 
Emergency 58 – The Story of The Ceylon Race Riots, it won 
the Ramon Magsaysay Prize for Journalism in 1959. Everyone 
in Sri Lanka was talking about it and it became my dream to 
write a book myself.

When dark days fell again in 1983 the moment arrived. 
I was lucky enough to obtain an eye-witness account of  the 
events by   a Sinhalese Catholic and this motivated me to follow 
Vittachi’s example and recount a story across the community 
divide. I worked in collaboration with E M Thornton to write 
a book on Sri Lanka. The first-edition print run of 3,000 copies 
sold out within three months, then the second edition of 3,000 
more sold in four and a half months. When our labours were 
over, we knew we had played an important role in exposing 
the horrors to the outside world.

Let us turn now to the impact of  these calamitous events, 
and  the arrival in London of so many Tamil families, on WLTS.
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West London Tamil School song 

Composed by My Father Mr Ratnam
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 The result of an inflow of new students was to encourage us 
to get the new branch at Wembley Manor School in East Lane, 
Wembley, up and running with the help of able administrator 
Mrs Geetha Vijayadeva. Numbers there grew rapidly, reaching 
a peak of 100 students in 1989 when I left.

The repercussions of Tamil politics were never  far  from  the 
door, for our school included teachers and families sympathetic  
to the variety of different Tamil groups with conflicting political 
ideologies operating at that time. School policy was not to get 
sucked into debates and disputes but to maintain a resolutely 
neutral line. This was tough, as parents had strong views, but I 
would deploy my best diplomatic skills to insist that our duty 
was solely to teach language and culture... and leave politics 
to others.

I had had enough of the incursion of politics into education 
in 1978 and 1979, when I was shocked to learn that a Sri 
Lankan Government minister had made speeches in Parliament 
accusing Tamil lecturers of favouring Tamil candidates in 
university entrance exams. These speeches were widely diffused 
among Sinhalese people to sow division. The unfounded 
allegations dated all the way back to 1964, when I had been 
an Assistant Lecturer in Chemistry at Peradeniya University. 
I was heartbroken to see members of faculty unjustly accused 
in this manner for purely political ends.

A Government inquiry found that there had been no 
overmarking and the Tamil examiners who had been baselessly 
accused of dishonesty were exonerated. But the damage had 
been done. The fact that Tamil students did well because they 
were industrious and had dedicated teachers was conveniently 
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forgotten. One Professor, whom I had respected as a mentor 
when I was a student in Colombo, later told me how much 
he regretted putting his name to a declaration accusing other 
academics of cheating. I found it very sad that reputed professors 
compromised themselves to these low levels for political 
patronage.

But back to WLTS, and happier times.

As the WLTS Wembley branch grew and our pupils 
thrived, all our teachers played a central role in our success: 
Mrs Navukkarasi Ponnampalam, Mrs Savithri Manicavasagan 
and Mrs Ragunathan for Tamil Language; Mrs Luxmy 
Ramakrishnan, Mrs Sudarshini Ramachandran and Ms 
Priyadarshini for Dance; Mrs Sivatharani Sahathevan for 
Veena (an ancient Tamil stringed instrument); Mrs Kalaivani 
Indrakumar for Violin; Mrs Prema Ganeson and Mrs Saraswathy 
Packiarajah for Vocal Music and Mr Ragu for Miruthangam 
(a double-sided drum).

Across our two sites, WLTS enjoyed national prestige and 
counted a bustling total student population of 250 aged five 
to 18, along with 25 staff of the highest calibre. Many of these 
staff were distinguished in other walks of life, and sacrificed 
their leisure time won from exacting occupations.

Fortunately, plentiful public money was available to fund 
our needs. It may seem incredible now,  but  in  those  days  
it  was easy to secure grants. We lobbied tirelessly, combining 
personal fundraising, talking to local councillors and seeking 
Government help. The London Borough of Brent actively 
encouraged us to make applications!
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So we received grants from Brent, the Ethnic Minority 
Unit at Ealing Council and the London Boroughs Grants 
Scheme. The Department of Environment gave us three times 
the money we had had from Brent... which was promptly 
doubled by match-funding from the European Social Fund. 
When I look back now it seems like a miracle.

As our student roll burgeoned, so our teaching strength 
increased and our range of activities flourished. They included 
running the schools in Greenford and Wembley, publishing 
London Tamil Reader Books 1 to 3, which were distributed 
to Tamil schools across the city, and holding a conference on 
Mother Tongue Learning.

Tamil reader for beginners published in the UK
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The conference took place on 22 February 1988 at Acton 
Town Hall and was attended by delegates from ten Tamil 
schools in Britain, with expert speakers from different parts 
of the UK. We discussed topics such as methodology and  
career  progression, and it felt truly exciting to be preserving 
our language for future generations.

Our biggest project was running a Computer Training 
Centre for unemployed youths in a towering building, Station 
House, near Stonebridge Park station. For this I was able to 
obtain exceptional grant funding of £65,000 in 1987 – a very 
impressive sum at the time.

We leased a  whole  floor, installed 40 computers  and  
appointed a full-time lecturer, full-time manager and several 
part-time lecturers. Our shining new centre even had a celebrity 
opening, as Mr Michael Meacher MP, the Shadow Employment 
Spokesperson, cut the ribbon in May 1988. This centre provided 
free lessons     in basic computer skills and we can now be 
proud that we were pioneers in realising the importance of 
‘new technology.’

We launched special computer training for 40 women 
who were new to Britain and needed both technical skills and 
confidence   to find jobs. After completing this programme, 
funded with the help of City Parochial Trust, many of them 
secured immediate employment. I still feel enormous pleasure 
at the way our trainees became computer literate and obtained 
NVQ qualifications, and the way in which we offered a major 
advantage to those who had come to the UK with nothing.

The reputation of WLTS soared so high – as more students 
joined us and our activities expanded – that audited accounts 
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show our income rising from £3,002 in 1982-83 to £78,667 in 
1988-89. Our budget for 1989-90 was in line to be a breathtaking 
£133,000 but unfortunately a plumbing and electrics course 
we had planned was scuppered by a shortage of teachers and 
our projected funding reduced as a result.

This setback did little to slow our momentum, however. 
Our Wembley branch became independent in 1990, moved to 
Sudbury Primary School a year later and finally settled in its 
current location of Wembley High Technology College in 1992.



CHAPTER 8

London Tamil Centre

It was in 1993 that we registered our new institution as a 
charity and renamed it London Tamil Centre (LTC). The 
school song remained, with the change of just one word: 
we swapped “Metku London” (West London) for “Poatrum 
London” (Praiseworthy London).

And I can now reveal for the first time that the song was 
composed by my father! One part went:

Let us all learn our Tamil Language
and spread it in all four directions of the world

Premises were purchased in 1995 through the merger of LTC 
(a large organisation with small savings) and London Tamil 
Academy (a small organisation with money). This clever move 
allowed us to maximise our resources. With the hard work of 
many of the active members – Mr R Lambotharan, Mt M T 
Maniccavasagan, Mr S Uthayakumar, Mr T Ganeshwaran, Mr 
K Sri Raviculan, Dr (Mrs) S Nadarajah and Mr S Yohanathan 
among plenty of others – the good foundation was laid to take 
the school to greater heights.

With our sights set on opening a drop-in centre for 
elders as well, Mr R Lambotharan with the assistance of Dr 
S Panchaddcharam and Dr N Sriskantharajah organised 
a local authority grant to modify the building to suit their 
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needs. Subsequently Harrow and Brent Health Authority 
provided funds to buy furniture and as LTC’s first three years 
of working capital.

The school’s success can be traced to several factors: 
dedicated, highly qualified staff, generous funding, and the 
strong structure and governance required by the Charity 
Commission. Crucially, as Headmaster (officially Director 
of Studies) I was given a free hand in running the school. 
If there were problems I could, of course, be questioned in 
Trustee meetings, but the Board of Governors had no role in 
day-to-day affairs. Yes, they decided policy, but they left me 
to implement it.

I am truly grateful to Mr R Lambotharan for defining my 
position in this way, and to my outstanding Deputy Head, the 
ever-efficient Mr T Ganeshwaran for his invaluable commitment 
through many years. He maintained the discipline that I found 
hard to enforce, for my soft heart never wanted to hurt the 
feelings of pupils or parents. Together we made an excellent 
team until my retirement in 2012. I may have been unpaid 
throughout my more than 20 years at the helm, but it was a 
privilege to serve.

The fact that LTC now has students who come from 
as far afield as Hertfordshire, Stansted and Northampton 
speaks volumes about both the need it serves and its excellent 
reputation. This Sunday school for 450 pupils from nursery 
to degree level has grown so big that it hires 30 classrooms at 
Wembley High Technology College every weekend.

I would now like to take you through the achievements of 
our crown jewels – our Language and Fine Arts departments.
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The image of LTC as the leading voluntary organisation 
among our diaspora Tamil community was always uppermost 
in my mind. I was passionate about making it the centre 
of academic excellence for Tamil Language and Fine Arts 
education in London.

The Language Department rapidly progressed academically. 
We organised prize-giving ceremonies and elocution 
competitions both within the school and as interschool 
tournaments. I lobbied the  University  of  Cambridge  to  
recognise  LTC  as  a  centre  for conducting examinations 
in O Level and A Level in Tamil Language, banking on the 
university’s trust in the school. Repaying that trust, most of 
our candidates achieved A grades, a stunning accomplishment.

I carried out a  similar two-year  campaign  with  the  
University of Madras, which agreed to recognise LTC as an 
external study centre of the university – a very big achievement. 
Degree courses are offered in Tamil Language and Tamil 
Literature, and in 2012 the first student graduated from LTC 
with a University of Madras degree in Tamil Literature (B.Lit.): 
Miss Nitharsana Jeganathan.

Miss Jeganathan was later kind enough to write this letter, 
which  I cherish as evidence of the incomparable role that 
education can play in young lives: ‘Dr Nithy and LTC have 
transformed our lives and made many of us good citizens, 
and I am one of the most privileged persons to know him as 
my mentor. After obtaining a distinction in Tamil language in 
Advanced Level, he encouraged me to continue further studies 
and brought the text books from India. With his encouragement, 
together  with  the  support  of my colleagues, I enrolled as an 
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external student at University of Madras and obtained a BA 
degree in Tamil Literature.

‘I am very proud to say that I am the first student from the 
numerous Tamil schools operating in the UK, to obtain this 
prestigious qualification. This would not have been possible  
without Dr Nithy’s continuous support and co-ordination 
with the University of Madras. His guidance did not stop 
there. He appointed me as a Teaching Assistant at LTC and 
after a period of initial training, I became a fully qualified 
teacher in the school.’

A second student, Mr Suthesan Mahendran, completed 
14 out of 15 required units, bringing more credit to LTC.

All 22 teachers in the Language Department were talented 
and dedicated. I would like to mention Miss Selvamani 
Vadivelu, Mrs Navukkarasi Ponnampalam and Mrs Mathavy 
Shivaleelan for their leadership which underpinned the 
department’s glowing success. Also, I would like to mention 
Mrs Shanthy Yoharajan and Mrs Nalayini Shanthakumar for 
their hard work and  dedication in administrative support for 
the efficient running of the school and a special mention to                                          
Mr S Uthayakumar, who has been a livewire in the success of 
the London Tamil Centre.

When in 2012 LTC awarded me the title ‘Guardian of 
Tamil Language and Culture’, I was deeply honoured to accept 
it not  just for myself but for all those others. There was actually 
a little irony in this award. Being a man of science, I  have  
never  had the confidence to write beautiful Tamil with all 
the artistry and flourishes that the language can command.
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As Headmaster of the largest Tamil school in the UK I 
was often invited to functions as Chief Guest and Guest of 
Honour. From the start I decided to give my speeches in Tamil 
because of my love for the language. To hide my deficiencies 
(my natural style was logical and factual, not soaring rhetoric 
and clever rhymes), I would write my speech then take it to 
my dear friend Shankaramoorthy, who worked at the BBC.

 Over a coffee he would correct my mistakes and teach 
me the methodology of good speechwriting. Gradually I 
mastered his techniques, but unfortunately I lost him on 9 
September 2012. Similarly, I have never sent any LTC circulars 
to parents or any reference letters in English without having 
them scrutinised first by another dear friend, Mr Ganeshwaran.

Oh goddess Sarawathy, you see how my childhood 
misdemeanours have made me reliant on others!

London Tamil Academy

I will shine a spotlight on LTC’s phenomenal record in South 
Indian Fine Arts in my next chapter.

In the meantime, let us now take a step back to 1989 again, 
and the founding of London Tamil Academy. The Academy 
was established that year to teach Mathematics, English and 
Science  to supplement pupils’ learning at state schools. These 
children had only recently arrived from Sri Lanka and some were 
struggling with their lessons. Our sessions were an invaluable 
help in lifting them up to the required level so as to give them 
every chance to excel. Our help made an enormous difference, 
facilitating integration with the British community and giving 
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our young people the confidence and skills to make a success 
of their lives  in England.

I was Chair of the Academy, with Mrs Savithri Manicavasagan 
as Secretary and Mr N Seevaratnam as Treasurer. Our work was 
so appreciated by the community that we soon had more than 
100 students attending the classes every year. The venue was 
Sudbury Primary School but I had bigger ideas. My personal 
ambition was to acquire premises exclusively dedicated to 
and reserved for the Academy, so I sat down and wrote more 
than 100 letters.

To my delight the Tudor Trust called me for an interview 
in 1992 and subsequently offered us a grant of £50,000 to 
purchase a building. Later the Getty Foundation, which awards 
grants for “the understanding and preservation of the visual 
arts”, added another £10,000. As I have already mentioned, 
in 1994 the Academy merged with LTC and a year later we 
used our £60,000 as a deposit to buy the property at 253 East 
Lane, Wembley, for £120,000. A number of members helped 
with donations and monthly standing orders to help with 
mortgage repayments.



CHAPTER 9

Excellence in                                                           
South Indian Fine Arts

I will now turn to LTC’s estimable pedigree in Fine Arts, just as 
laudable as our proficiency in Tamil Language and Literature.

Our Fine Arts Department was run by 25 highly skilled 
and devoted staff, most of whom qualified from universities 
in Tamil Nadu. To further strengthen the department, we 
brought in specialist teachers from South India to provide 
the best possible tuition in line with our ethos of excellence.

These teachers came to us on work permits, but unlike 
some other institutions that took advantage of this system, 
we never treated them as bonded staff. I demanded 100% 
devotion to the work of our school, but once those duties 
were finished they were free to offer their services to anyone 
else, even our competitors. And when after four or five years 
they qualified for permanent residency in the UK, with the 
consent of the Board of Governors I always recommended 
them to the Home Office. I wanted to show my appreciation 
for their commitment, and I also knew that the country would 
be culturally richer if they settled here.

Under the above scheme we employed Mrs Saraswathy 
Packiarasa and Mr K Sarangan for Vocal Music, Mr K T 
Sivaganesh and Mr A G A Gnanasundaram for Violin, Mrs 
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Krishnalatha Kathirgamanathan for Dance, Mr Athul Kumar 
for Flute and Mr R R Prathap for Miruthangam.

The fine arts teachers trained students and staged 17 
Dance Dramas and Orchestra performances, comprising 
Veena, Vocal Music, Flute, Violin and Miruthangam. These 
spectacular events were usually held at Logan Hall in central 
London, where we would fill all 1,000 seats!

The productions were:

1993  Meenadchi Kalyanam

1994  Kunrakkudy Kuravanchi

1995  Marisha Vatham and Valli Thirumanam 

1996  Chiththira Pavai

1997  Manimehalai

1998  Krishna Leelai

1999  Sivahamiyin Sabatham

2000  Aandal

2001  Mayura Tharisanam 

2002  Rajah Rajah Cholan 

2003  Shiva Parvathi Kalyanam 

2004  Baktha Markandeyar

2005  Thiruketheeswara Kuravanchi

2006  Mathurai Meenatchi

2007  Paanchali Sabatham

2008  Nallai Kumaran Kuravanchi 

2009  Ambihayin Arul Thedy
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Dance drama and orchestra performance at Logan Hall
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Each was a highlight for our community, a glorious extravaganza 
telling much-loved historical stories through dance.

These were the golden days born of superb co-operation 
between students, parents and teachers. The parents were very 
eager for the school to have a cultural programme every year. 
They were ever willing to sell tickets to friends and relations in 
large numbers, allowing us to pack Logan Hall to the rafters. 
Parents felt that everything should be the very best and I found 
myself with an unexpected but important role to play: I was 
to be in charge of buying the sarees!

Let me explain.

Every year I would attend a music festival in India, and the 
parents of our young dance performers asked me to  bring them  
back new dance costumes from Madras. In preparation, the 
children’s measurements were taken, the colour combinations 
chosen and my job was to hunt down sarees of the identical 
colours for each group.

I was then to get them stitched and carry them back to 
London. This was no easy task. I would walk around 30 shops 
to locate  the exact shade of  vermillion with an imperial purple 
border... or emerald with scarlet piping... or gold ochre with 
turquoise... Each fabric had to be in the right shade then tailored 
into the right  sizes for our seven or eight dance troupes... so I 
would fly into Heathrow with 70 dance costumes in my luggage!

It was a painstaking but ultimately very worthwhile 
responsibility, as up on stage the children would look astounding. 
Rehearsals began in March for orchestra and dance, and 
our productions in April were (in my eyes and those of our                     
awe-struck parents) as fabulous as Indira Vizha.
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Proof of the incredibly high standards we perfected 
came in December 1997 when Shanthi Tailors organised an 
International Dance Festival during the annual Music Festival 
in Chennai. LTC received an invitation to represent London in 
the festival. What an honour, and what excitement! Three senior 
students taught by Mrs Uma Chandratheva and the teacher flew 
over to India to take part in this very prestigious event. Their 
performance drew rapturous applause from the audience and 
was reviewed on the front page of the Thinathanthy weekend 
newspaper, which had a circulation of several millions.

I am very thankful to all our Fine Arts teachers who so 
often went beyond the call of duty in their devotion to LTC. A 
special mention goes particularly to Mrs Uma Chandratheva 
and Mrs Sivatharani Sahathevan for their ceaseless hard work. 
Eventually the productions were held every two years as more 
and more Tamil schools put on competing events, but ours 
were, in my humble opinion, the very best London has seen.

Indeed, I would go further. Although there are other 
Tamil schools, none have been so successful for such a long 
period; none have had such a structured syllabus or such a 
pioneering, dynamic ethos.

Linked to this is a groundbreaking sister institution.

Academy of Fine Arts (London)

Academy of Fine Arts London began in 1989 under the 
remarkable leadership of Sangeetha Vidwan Mrs Saraswathy 
Packiarajah, the former chief examiner in Music for North 
Ceylon Oriental Society of Music in Sri Lanka. My role as 
Chairman was to assist her, along with the help of Sangeetha 
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Vidwan Mrs Pathmini Gunaseelan and Sangeetha Vidwan 
Mrs Kalaivani Indrakumar.

 The Academy aims to provide, train and guide Fine Arts 
teachers who impart the highest quality training to students of 
South Indian Fine Arts in the UK and overseas. The syllabus 
for Music and Dance was formulated with the benefit of Mrs 
Packiarajah’s and Mrs Gunaseelan’s expertise and teachers 
trained in the examination process. We entered the first students 
for our examination in June 1991 and have continued to do 
so every year since.

I am proud that we were the first examining body in the 
UK for South Indian Fine Arts and again recognised by  the  
University of Madras, thanks to my canvassing. The university 
tested the Academy’s syllabus and its vice-chancellor travelled 
to London    to witness the teaching of Dance and Music to 
our students. Achieving the accreditation was a battle, but 
we have more than proved that our students are worthy of 
such recognition.

Before the Academy opened there was no route for Tamil 
children to have their musical talents recognised. Now 1,000 
study for different grades every year and even come from 
across Europe. The Academy’s exam papers are sent as far as 
Australia (Sydney, Perth and Melbourne) and New Zealand 
for the Tamil communities there. Having accreditation from 
the University of Madras means that students graduating with 
a Diploma from the Academy (in Vocal Music or Violin, for 
example) can go on to do a Masters in that field as long as 
they couple it with a regular degree such as History or Maths 
from a mainstream university.
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My sincere thanks go to Mr Janardhanan Ratnasabapathy, 
our Director of Administration, for his tireless contribution to 
the Academy’s success. He is one of so many selfless individuals 
who have walked with me on my journey with the Tamil 
community.

 



CHAPTER 10

London Tamil Elders Centre

I have written so far about my life as an educator, helping our 
community’s children fulfil their potential to reach their dreams 
and passing on our cultural values to each new generation.

Now I will turn to the other end of the spectrum, our much-
loved, much respected elders. The 1983 riots in Sri Lanka sent 
Tamils fleeing in large numbers to countries across the globe, 
with many arriving in Britain. Whole families, grandparents 
included, came as refugees and settled throughout England. As 
the years went by, more members of the community advanced 
in age and swelled the ranks of our elders.

The trustees of the London Tamil Centre decided to cater 
for the needs of those in and around the Wembley area. As I 
mentioned above, Dr S Panchadcharam initially secured three-
year funding from the Brent and Harrow Health Authority to 
modify our LTC building and meet running costs. This was 
supplemented by grants from the City Parochial Trust and 
National Lottery. We drew on our business skills to put together 
effective business plans, and on our powers of persuasion to 
convince benefactors that they could help improve the lives 
of elders, many of them sad and living alone in often cold 
homes after their children leave for work.
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Our Elders Drop-In Centre opened on 26 November 
1996 and I was appointed by the trustees to look after its 
day-to-day affairs.

We have been able to put on a host of stimulating activities 
and exercise classes at the centre, and anyone who thinks the 
elderly like nothing better than to doze in a comfortable chair 
has not met our elders! They are thrilled with our keep-fit 
classes, yoga classes, Bhajans, lectures on health topics, knitting 
lessons, flower arranging, playing cards, drama classes, a stack 
of newspapers and monthly outings to places of interest, visiting 
a temple in Birmingham or the London Eye, for example, or 
taking a riverboat trip.

This has made an enormous difference to their lives, and 
they have often told me they feel less stress and less lonely 
because they can spend time with friends and neighbours at 
the centre. Numbers grew from a small gathering to well over 

Visit to Nagabooshani Amman Temple, Edmonton
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a hundred within a few years, bringing together people from 
all walks of life. Highlights include the drama performances 
put on every year by the elders themselves, such as Sangiliyan, 
Ellalan, Pathini Theivam, Thai Nada Thanchama, Veli Naddu 
Moham, Oorum Uravum and many more.

There is a delicious lunch every day (catered by our elders 
on a rota), birthday celebrations and huge enjoyment during 
religious festivals such as Christmas, Tamil New Year, Navarathri 
and Adi Pirappu. Elders are generally healthy and happy, look 
forward to their daily visits to the centre and travel there and 
back on transport provided free of charge through Dial a Ride 
by the council.

One elder, Mrs J. Ganasegaram, has described the centre  
as  a ‘life changer.’ She wrote: ‘The Elders Centre provides a 
golden opportunity for Tamil senior citizens to get together 
on a regular basis and discuss and exchange ideas of common 

A birthday celebration
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interest. By participating in the activities of the centre and 
meeting the people from the peer group of similar interest, 
the quality of life of several of us has tremendously improved.

‘Recognition of the senior citizens by the community in this 
manner has made us feel part of the wider society, alleviating 
alienation and boredom... Due to Dr Nithy’s positive approach 
to life, we, the users have realised a number of dreams, which 
would not have materialised if not for his vision and initiatives 
and those of all the trustees'.

I must express my great appreciation to all the four 
administrators for the great success of the Elders Centre, 
particularly to Mrs Soundaravalli Selvakumar. She is very 
active, kind, devoted and carefully looks after the interests 
and concerns of every elder. They like her a lot.

From 2004 to 2010 the centre received Lottery funding and 
is now a self-sufficient financial success thanks to donations 
and income from renting out space upstairs. I am often there 
every day, answering questions, chatting with people, joining 
them for lunch, giving advice and guidance on social security, 
pensions and housing, and helping the trustees. Unfortunately, 
the London Tamil Elders Centre is closed from January 2020 
due to the Covid situation and the elders are looking forward 
for their regular visit to the Centre.



CHAPTER 11

Sunrise Radio

It was thanks to an Irishman and an accidental meeting that 
I became involved in Sunrise Radio, the first Tamil radio 
station in Britain. It was also thanks to the lack of fluency in 
written English that has proved a disadvantage throughout 
my life – because I “cheated” my father all those years ago.

In filling out grant applications for West London Tamil 
School I frequently called on the good offices of Dr John 
Walsh. Dr Walsh, PhD in English, was Head of Community 
Education for the London Borough of Ealing, an Irishman 
and a great friend to the Tamil community. On one visit to 
his office in Southall I met Mr Avtar Lit, an irrepressible radio 
enthusiast who had been running an illegal local community 
station. He was there to apply for a full time radio licence.

Mr Lit’s station had been raided repeatedly by the Home 
Office, only for him to be back on air every time within the 
hour. Now, however, he was tired of being an outlaw and asked 
me to join him in community meetings to canvas support for 
a licence. With the team I addressed about 10 meetings and 
our wish was finally granted when we obtained a licence for 
24-hour broadcasting in the London area. As a thank you, Mr 
Lit gave us an hour a week airtime.

Sunrise Radio’s first Tamil broadcast went out at 9.00pm 
on Monday 6 November 1989 on 1413 MW. We focused 
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The team at Sunrise Radio

Seated : L to R: Mr K Sri Rhangan, Mrs Anantharani Balendra,
Mrs Sivatharini Sahathevan, Mrs Tanuja Constantine, Dr R Niththyananthan

Standing : L to R: Mr Tarrin Constantine, Mr J Ratnasabapathy, Mr Paramesh, 
Mr Mohanraj, Mr K Sanguhan, Mr R Gajendra, Mr Nada Mohan

Absent : Mrs Yoga Thillainathan, Ms Thulasi Thillainathan, Mr Raguram,
Mr S Sri Vijayan, Mr Paavai Jeyapalan, Mr Kaliyur Rahman and Mr Amalasuthan
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on unbiased news about Sri Lanka, discussions on current 
affairs, music and interviews with celebrities, building up a 
loyal following of 100,000 listeners who tune in on the dot to 
catch every programme. For several years we ran a film music 
event called Ganakuyil which attracted over 1,000 people. It 
involved a singing competition with good prizes donated by 
leading Tamil business organisations.

What started as a weekly one-hour radio slot soon expanded 
to one hour on three days a week thanks to healthy advertising 
revenue: Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10pm 
to 11pm. Over the space of two years we also dramatically 
extended our reach, first on 1458 MW to cover the whole 
Greater London area and then across Europe on Astra satellite.

My shift was half a day a week, leading a team of volunteers. 
We began with five, namely Mrs Yoga Thillainathan, Mr Nada 
Mohan, Mr Kanapathipillai Sanguhan, Mr Janardhanan 
Ratnasabapathy and myself, and gradually increased until 
we counted more than 15 volunteers, none of whom were 
paid but who set about their work with infectious enthusiasm.

We also maintained strict neutrality in spite of the 
volunteers belonging to different Tamil political groups. Quite 
an achievement – and it was a stable, highly popular Tamil 
programme that after ten years we handed over to Mr Nada 
Mohan.

It is hard for many of our young people to fathom now, 
but when we launched, in the days before the internet, there 
was no access in the UK to any other Sri Lankan news channel. 
We really were pioneers!



CHAPTER 12

Tsunami

On Sunday 26 December 2004 I was having my breakfast at 
New Woodlands Hotel in Chennai when the waiter serving 
my food told me about an extraordinary natural phenomenon: 
the sea at nearby Marina Beach was rising up and racing 
towards the land.

I had no idea that what he was describing was perhaps 
the greatest natural disaster of our age: the Indian Ocean 
earthquake and tsunami that devastated coastal communities 
from Indonesia to Sri Lanka and India, sent towering waves 
as far afield as Somalia in east Africa (2,800 miles from its 
epicentre off Sumatra), and cost an appalling 227,898 lives.

In fact, oblivious to the unfolding tragedy, I finished my 
breakfast and together with a friend hired a three-wheeler 
auto to drive down to the beach to see what was happening. 
We were intrigued to witness for ourselves how far the sea 
had encroached, thinking of it as no more than an unusual 
environmental spectacle.

Half way along Dr Radakrishna Road, however, we came 
up against a police blockade preventing people from going to 
Marina Beach and chasing them away from the scene. There 
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was no more news and in the immediate aftermath people 
in and around Chennai had no concept of the scope of the 
catastrophe. That particular evening, I even went to see a 
Jesuthas music concert along with my friends.

 Only later did I learn about the devastation and despair 
the tsunami had caused along the Chennai shoreline, where 
around 8,000 people mainly from the fishing community lost 
their lives, the worst being 6,000 in the Nagapattinam district. 
Overall the Sri Lankan authorities reported upwards of 35,000 
dead around the island. One and a half million people were 
displaced from their homes, and many orphaned or separated 
from their families.

I returned to London on Thursday 30 December only to 
realise that I was in the wrong place: damage and destruction 
had been wreaked on Mullaitivu, Batticaloa and other areas. 
All the Tamil TV stations were playing funereal music as a 
result of the large number of Tamil causalities and families 
made homeless. I was told there was severe shortage of medical 
supplies and water- purifying tablets.

I moved swiftly to act. I managed to order 50,000 water-
purifying tablets and a supply of antibiotics and set off back 
to Colombo on Monday 3 January.

On arrival the next day I was told there was a big need 
for thermos flasks as well as slippers. A group of friends and 
I called at most of the shops in Colombo to buy up all that 
were available. We left Colombo in two vans fully loaded with 
all the supplies on the morning of 6 January and arrived in 
Mullaitevu the same evening.
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At five police checkpoints along the way we were halted  
and asked our business, but allowed to pass when we explained 
we had emergency items for the Church in Mullaitevu. I 
stayed for about a week, immersed in all the suffering and 
devastation. It was a terrible, terrible time, but I felt a sense 
of relief that I was with my people to share with them the 
sorrows and the hardships.



CHAPTER 13

Ratnam Foundation

I would now like to describe the remarkable work carried out 
by Ratnam Foundation, the charitable foundation named after 
my father that I established in 2005. Funded by my family, 
friends  and wellwishers and through fundraising activities, it 
is making a significant difference with its health and education 
projects in Sri Lanka. He would have been immensely proud. 
The objectives of the trust are twofold:

 • To advance the education of socially and economically 
disadvantaged people in Sri Lanka through the provision  
of financial assistance for buildings, teaching, books, 
computers and scholarships.

 • To promote and protect good health among the Tamil 
Community in Sri Lanka through the  provision  of 
financial assistance in particular, but not exclusively, for 
the development of infrastructure, medical centres, care 
homes, medical supplies and clinical resources.

Funds are distributed in many ways according to need, and 
we have been able to touch many lives.
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Healthcare

I will explain our healthcare work first.

Headline projects include free diabetic screening at village 
level. In collaboration with Moolai Hospital, a Diabetic Centre 
has been set up with full funding from Ratnam Foundation. 
This project was initiated in 2005 and has screened more than 
3,000 patients, 35% of whom have been found to be diabetic.

I feel very strongly that I owe a debt to the community 
where I grew up, an area battered by war and in great need of 
reconstruction and revival. Before I set up diabetic screening I 
was heartbroken to see patients wrapping diabetic wounds in 
herbal leaves that actually fermented and made them worse. 
Now free advice and free medicine can be provided to the 
poor in rural areas where people cannot afford to buy their 
medication. I am so pleased  that the expertise and experience 
from my years of research work at St Mary’s is being put to 
such good use. Wide publicity about the seriousness of diabetes 
through leaflets and seminars has significantly improved both 
prevention and control of the disease.

Other projects at Moolai Hospital have been funded 
to turn this 100-bed hospital into a modern medical centre 
providing the best possible care to local people. These are 
projects such as:

 • Training 15 nurses because there was a shortage of qualified 
staff, many having left the hospital after getting married 
or a change of career. Plans are underway to train more.

 • Renovating the 10-room maternity department to improve 
unsatisfactory conditions.
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 • Donating computers, computerising hospital records and 
training staff in IT skills.

 • Salaries for visiting doctors, nurses and the purchase of 
medicines.

Funds have been donated to the Institut Claudius Regaud in 
Toulouse, France, for research into diagnosis, treatment and 
prevention of cancer.

The Foundation has also provided emergency supplies of 
food and medicine to children and the elderly in north and 
east Sri Lanka during Covid-19 lockdown, as well as many 
smaller projects.

Education

I will now turn to our work in schools, colleges and adult 
education centres. You will understand, after reading this 
far, my passion for “education, education, education.” I travel 
frequently to Sri Lanka to supervise the Foundation’s work to 
give bright young students opportunities that enable social 
mobility.

We have established Computer Centres and training for 
children through the Centre for Child and Youth empowerment 
programme in Kondavil and Kokuvil, where students learn basic 
skills. We also work with Kilinochchi Education Development 
Trust at Puthu Murrippu and Karadipokku and through the 
Sivan Arul Foundation at Olumadu, where senior students 
learn IT skills including coding.

Some students are orphans and many are from one-parent 
families headed by women. Without this type of help and 
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encouragement they would go into the child labour market. 
With this help, underprivileged children become familiar 
with computers so they are not disadvantaged when they go 
to school, and acquire skills that improve their life chances.

Our Computer Centre at Akkaripattu is equally a special 
project, run by women to train unemployed women in IT 
skills to open up new job opportunities. Operated through 
the Sivan Arul Foundation, it is recognised by the Tertiary 
Education Council of Sri Lanka. The second batch of 20 women 
are currently being trained in IT and Computer Applications, 
while the first batch have already found employment.

Many children in the north, east and upcountry have 
unsatisfactory educational opportunities, tools and facilities. 

Our Computer Centre, Akkaripattu
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In particular, O-level and A-level students lack materials, 
so 500 have  been  selected and given books and tuition in 
English Language, Mathematics and Science where teachers 
are in short supply. They also receive leadership training to 
get a suitable job when they leave at the age of 18.

Ratnam Foundation with financial assistance from 
Veenalaya is funding pre-schools in Sirupiddy, Pathamany 
and Nallinakapuram. These are farming villages in northern Sri 
Lanka where most small children loiter on the farms without 
any education. In these forgotten villages the inhabitants are 
mainly low-income farmers and literacy is very low.

 The schools offer the opportunity of a basic early-years 
education for 3-5 year olds so that they are not handicapped 
compared to other children when they start their schooling. 
The schools are land-marks in the villages and are running 

Pre-school at Nallinakapuram
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very successfully. Grants are also given to struggling pupils 
for extra help in Maths and English to bring them into line 
with the mainstream.

 To promote high school education at Vaddukooddai 
Hindu College, we have funded annual scholarships for seven 
students from low-income groups to continue their Higher 
Education. We have also made a large donation towards the 
purchase of books for all winners at the annual prize-giving 
ceremony, as well as funding laboratory equipment at the 
college.

 For Mahajana College Old Students Association we have 
funded the training of English Teachers by the British Council. 
With a serious lack of English teachers in the whole North 
and Eastern province after 30 years of war, the British Council 
has trained existing teachers to be more proficient in English. 
At Vembadi Girls School, Jaffna, our donations have funded 
student counselling to identify why some of the High School 
children are unable to perform well in spite of their ability. 
This is a selective school but some pupils under-perform for 
socio-economic reasons. Counselling can address problems 
on an individual basis and bring these students back onto the 
path of success.

A grant to Jaffna Science Association has allowed it to 
conduct  a schools science competition, helping to foster new 
ideas in students and became a popular event. Several projects 
have funded reading schemes, buying books for schools to 
encourage reading to become a habit. Children in these areas 
tend not to read as a habit, hence their general knowledge, 
vocabulary and writing skills are very low. The Foundation 
has been working to rectify this.
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A recent initiative that is building real momentum is smart 
classes. We have provided laptops, smartboards and overhead 
projectors to 80 schools in the north, east and upcountry to 
allow children to absorb their lessons more quickly through 
visual presentations. For the first time they are able to see 
images of the brain in 3D  or time lapse video of plants growing, 
for example. Our target is to reach 100 schools by the end of 
2021. Ratnam Foundation is grateful to International Medical 
Health Organisation IMHO, US for partnering in this project.

Our reach extends to university students. We have 
provided grants to the Rotary Club Of Mullaitevu for financial 
assistance to 26 students entered for Medicine, Engineering, 
Science, Mathematics, Accountancy, Dental and Agriculture 
courses at various universities in Sri Lanka. These young 
people are from deprived areas in the district and while the 

 Smart class
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government offers bursary to students entering university from 
low-income families, the award does not meet their entire 
monthly expenditure. The Foundation offers additional help 
so students in need can continue their university career. Our 
support to the International Tamil Students Organisation has 
paid for computers, study materials and books; more financial 
assistance goes to ten university students through Kilinochchi 
Education Development Trust.

Job creation and getting students into employment is 
also one of my priorities. An example is a donation to Dr Y. 
Yathunanthanan of Lava Hospital, Jaffna, to train 20 students as 
Certified Medical Assistants with a view to finding immediate 
employment. Most of these students have since gone into 
careers as carers and nursing assistants.

Publishing

Ratnam Foundation is proud to have published six books to 
advance the study of Tamil language and culture:

 • Kaal Adi  Thal, Sol Varalaru – Etymology Research by 
Prof G Rajendran, July 1986.

 • The growth of Bharatanatyam in London by Dr R 
Niththyananthan, December 2003.

 • Elam Ninaivukal by Nitharsana Jeganathan, B.Sc., April 
2004.

 • The Thirumurai (Tevaram) contribution to Saivaism and 
Indian Music by Sangeetha Vidwan Ponnaiah Jeyaalaki 
Arunagirinathan B.A., M.A., March 2004.
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Release ceremony for my book on Bharatanatyam, London 2003
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 • The growth of Tamil Carnatic Music in London by Dr R 
Niththyananthan, January 2005

 • Kaaviach Salangaikal by Pulavar N Sivanathan B. Eng., 
January 2013.

We held a release ceremony for Professor Rajendran’s book in 
Chennai, and for the first of my two books, my monograph 
on Bharatanatyam, at Kanagathurgai Amman Temple on 22 
February 2004.

 The proceeds of my book came to an astounding £1,200, 
which was allocated for uplifting the education of the Malayagam 
Tamils living on plantations in the hill country. As we were 
unable to find a reliable partner, however, it was not until 2020 
that this money was actually spent. We used it then to provide 
smart classes in Maskeliya and I am thrilled that pupils are 
benefiting now from a book I worked on so long ago.

Humanitarian work

Ratnam Foundation sponsors humanitarian projects such 
as Vattapalai Amman Humanitarian Fund and the Kalutara 
Bodhi Disaster Fund, where our donations built small houses 
for victims of heavy flooding in the south of Sri Lanka in 2017.

We are also running a venture with nine other charities 
to promote organic Home Gardens in Paranthan and Mannar, 
training householders to grow their own vegetables so they 
can be self-sufficient in food   as well as lead healthy lifestyles. 
We hope to extend this project to benefit Tamils in the north, 
east and upcountry.



CHAPTER 14

My Week as a Celebrity!

It is June 2010, and I am enjoying one of the greatest experiences 
of my life.

I have been met at Coimbatore Airport by an IAS officer 
from the Tamil Nadu Government who has received and 
honoured me. A personal driver has been allocated, who will 
take me to a four-star hotel and then be at my beck and call 
for the next week. It is an all-expenses-paid trip, funded by 
the Government of Tamil Nadu. I will have an audience of 
millions…

What was this unforgettable event? The International 
Tamil Conference in Coimbatore, Tamil Nadu.

International Tamil Conference in Coimbatore
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 I was, in fact, very fortunate to be selected to travel 
there from London to speak about the influence of the Tamil 
Language among the Tamils of Great Britain, chosen because 
of the reputation and popularity of the London Tamil Centre.

In all, we were ten speakers selected from ten different 
countries. The scale of the conference was spectacular. Organisers 
had constructed a temporary hall capable of accommodating 
60,000 people. The entire five-day programme was broadcast 
live on radio and television, watched and listened to by several 
million people throughout Tamil Nadu. An awe-inspiring 908 
research papers on the antiquity of the Tamil Language were 
presented by scholars in the adjoining complex.

It was with a mixture of excitement, honour and a few 
nerves, therefore, that I stood up on 26 June to give my address 
to the 60,000 attendees seated row after row in front of me, 
and all those listening across the state. I felt I was able to share 
valuable insights from our work in London, and my heart 
swelled with pride as I thought of all the students and teachers 
I was representing. When I finished my speech, I received a 
Special Commendation from Dr Sudha Seshayyan, the Tamil 
Nadu Government Master of Ceremonies for the conference 
and currently Vice Chancellor of MGR Medical University.

I was even interviewed by a leading Tamil Nadu newspaper 
about my time at the conference, the luxury hotel, personal 
driver (who it turned out had been commandeered from a local 
taxi company, along with his car) and the sightseeing outings 
to temples and landmarks around Coimbatore we were also 
treated to. I told the paper, and it still holds true today: “This 
is an experience I will never forget in my life.”
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 My press interview
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 In the last two decades I have been honoured to attend 
five other international events:

• February 1999: Chief Guest at the Dance Festival in 
Chidambaram Temple, Tamil Nadu.

• December 2012: Presented a paper on Murugum 
Muruganum at the First International Conference on 
Muruga Bakhti in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.

 • January 2013: Special Guest at the Bharathiya Janatha 
Party’s Pongal Festival in New Delhi. I was received at the 
conference by Dr Vijay Malhotra MLA and subsequently 
introduced to Mr La Ganesan, Senior Leader of BJP, Mr 
Venkaiah Naidu (who as I write is Vice President of India 
and Chairman of Rajya Sabha) and Mr Rajnath Singh, 
currently Defence Minister. I was overwhelmed to be 
amidst such distinguished BJP leaders!

 •  August 2016: Presented a paper on Thiruchendur at the 
Third International Conference on Muruga Bakhti in 
Durban, South Africa.

Muruga Bakhti Conference in Malaysia
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Top: with Dr Malhotra   Bottom: with senior BJP leaders

 • August 2018: Presented a paper on Palani at the Fourth 
International Conference on Muruga Bakhti in Colombo, 
Sri Lanka.



CHAPTER 15

Three Surprise Parties                                               
and 

My Own Little Bit of Eton

Among my happiest memories of the last decade are three 
wonderful events thrown in my honour by my family, friends 
and members of our exceptional Tamil community here in 
London.

Retirement Party, March 2012

The first is the retirement party given for me when I decided to 
step down from the affairs of the Tamil school to concentrate 
on my charity work with the Ratnam Foundation. After 30 
years of service as Headmaster (eight at West London Tamil 
School and 22 at London Tamil Centre), it was a hard decision.

It was heart-wrenching to leave an institution into which 
I had poured my heart, and to say farewell to my beloved 
colleagues and our students, but I knew it was time for a 
change of focus. I also know I had the honour of making a 
real difference to so many young people.

I was overwhelmed with joy when the Board of Directors 
together with the teachers organised a farewell function on                   
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3rd March 2012 at Watersmeet Theatre in Rickmansworth. It was 
attended by more than 400 people, with friends from different 
walks of life invited. There were doctors and engineers I had 
known for many years, as well as shopkeepers and factory 
workers from among the parents: a real cross-section of the 
community, all sharing my belief in the unique power of 
education to improve the prospects of our children.

Representatives from the governors, teaching staff and 
students spoke movingly about my contribution to the school. I 
would like to include a few of the tributes written in a souvenir 
book presented to me that day. One family wrote: ‘Thirty golden 
years’ contribution to the Tamil community – outstanding 
achievements to so many.’ And a pupil wrote: ‘You make me 
enjoy my Sundays more.’ Which is praise indeed!

LTC Office Helpers wrote their own message: ‘In the same 
way you would have with your own child, you sacrificed much 
of your personal time over the years and worked tirelessly 
to develop London Tamil Centre from its infancy  into a                       

Retirement party
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Memento from the party
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Poem by Mathavy Shivaleelan
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well-established and smooth-running organisation. In all your 
years of serving as Headmaster, it was evident that you always 
went out of your way to ensure the happiness and comfort of 
the students, teachers and parents. You made it a place that 
we looked forward to coming to every Sunday.’

I know that our success was an enormous team effort, 
founded on the dedication of so many, but I was (and still am) 
very touched to read how much it means to people.

I believe Brent Borough Councillor James  Allie  summed  
up  well what motivates me when he once wrote: ‘Dr Nithy seems 
inexhaustible in his work for the wellbeing of the children and 
the elders. Once when I visited the school I saw him taking 
assembly and advising the children to work hard, get good 
results and go to good universities so that they would end up 
getting good jobs and being better citizens of this country... 
The role model within the Tamil community encourages the 
young to aim high in life. Dr Nithy has always aimed high 
himself, and thousands of children and elderly people have 
benefited greatly.’

75th Birthday, December 2016 and March 2017

We had a small function at home with Saro, our children and 
grandchildren to mark this landmark birthday on 17 December 
2016, with plenty of gifts and gorgeous food. Kannan, however, 
told me rather mysteriously that he had ordered my present 
and would give it to me when it was ready.

Three months later he said the moment had come... and 
asked us to meet him that Saturday at Eton College. I was 
puzzled about the venue. Kannan was by then 45 and had 
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left school long ago. So I had no idea what was in store when 
we assembled at 3.00pm. My son had brought his wife and 
children and we walked together along the famous red-brick 
Quadrangle. Slowly we moved to one corner, and Kannan 
pointed to a certain stone.

I could not believe my eyes: my name was inscribed there! 
In stone, at Eton.

It had been only a dream when I took Kannan to the 
Quadrangle at the age of six and held out the idea of this most 
prestigious of schools as his possible future. Now we were 
back and I was almost in tears of joy.

Not because it was my name, but because there was a Tamil 
name inscribed in that hallowed place. Any Tamil student  
entering  Eton or any Tamil visitor will be immensely proud 
to see a Tamil name to encourage them. What a wonderful 
present to remember throughout my life.

Community Party, April 2017

My friends in our Tamil community have an excellent principle: 
that we should celebrate the achievements of our members while 
they are alive to appreciate the party, not only once they are 
gone. So on 29 April 2017 I was lured to Alperton Community 
School in Wembley by a friend, under the impression that I 
was to be Chief Guest at his daughter’s Vocal Concert to thank 
me for having helped inspire her.

This turned out to be a pretext, for when we arrived the 
hall was full of 300 friends who had been sworn to secrecy. 
Even Saro had managed to keep it a surprise from me!                                           
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This special function was to honour my 40 or so years of 
contribution to the community, and began with the blessings 
of the priest before my wife and I were then both garlanded.

Then, videoclips of my life were shown, interspersed with 
tributes from friends in the hall and messages from those 
overseas. There were countless photos from events down the 
years and a splendid dinner.

I must be modest and say that all my attributes were 
grossly exaggerated... but this beautiful occasion still lingers 
happily in my mind. Thank you, friends.



CHAPTER 16

Conclusion

We have had our share of trials and tribulations.

I trust, nevertheless, that I have lived up to my mother’s 
advice, “When you are climbing life’s ladder, never forget 
the person holding it at the bottom or the people who help 
you rung by rung on the way up.” If I am respected in our 
community it is all due to the numerous friends who have 
helped me climb, in happy days and when times were hard.

Bill Gates is my hero, not because he has made so much 
money but because he has the heart to give it away. I am proud 
of the fact that I was able to give a good education to all my 
children, and that in particular I could send my son to Eton. 
My dream is that my grandchildren and the most promising 
students of each future Tamil generation can aim for places 
like Eton, MIT and Harvard University, where there are 100% 
scholarships that can be won by our community’s brightest 
young stars.

It is not impossible if they are determined.

I also hope that they can live as good, selfless and 
honourable citizens. I owe a great deal to my wife for taking 
care of me and our children while I was spending most of my 
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time in public life. I am reminded of four Thirukkurals, which 
I learned during my schooldays and which still resonate today:

We know no better blessing
Than intelligent children    Kural 61

Father’s responsibility to his son lies
In placing him ahead of scholars  Kural 67

Mother rejoices indeed at her son’s birth
But even more so on hearing his worth  Kural 69

Son’s duty to father is to make others wonder
What merit gained the father such a son? Kural 70

I will conclude with a few words about the need to dream... 
and dream big.

My grandchildren
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Parents must have a dream for their children, and children 
must have their  own  dreams.  As  Abdul  Kalam,  a  schoolboy  
from  a village in Ramanathapuram district who became a 
rocket scientist then President of India, once said: “You must 
have a dream. You must continuously acquire knowledge, hard 
work and perseverance. One should not be afraid of problems. 
Then you will be successful.”

In 1963, the Reverend Martin Luther  King stood  on  the  
steps of the Lincoln Memorial and promised: “I say to you today, 
my friends, that in spite of the difficulties and frustrations of 
the moment, I still have a dream.” In the words of Robert F 
Kennedy: “Some men see things as they are and ask, ‘Why?’ 
I dream things that never were and ask, ‘Why not?’”

And, most recently, we can be inspired by the words of 
Kamala Harris in her powerful victory speech as America’s 
new Vice President-Elect on 8 November 2020: “Dream with 
ambition, lead with conviction.”



AFTERWORD

A Trip to the Unknown

At the end of March 2021,  I  had  finished  my  autobiography 
and was preparing to get it printed... when something unusual 
happened to me.

On 1 April I was shivering when I went to bed and took 
paracetamol as a precaution. Throughout the night I felt very 
uncomfortable. In the early hours of the morning I called an 
ambulance and was immediately taken to Northwick Park 
Hospital. I saw another ambulance waiting ahead of us at the 
entrance and was happy that I would be seen very quickly, as 
there was only one ambulance in front.

That was my last recollection until recovering in the 
Intensive care Unit (ICU) two weeks later.

I will now give some details from my discharge notes from 
Northwick Park: I was admitted on 2 April with sudden onset 
of right sacroiliac pain and was treated with co-amoxiclav. I 
became hypotensive and was admitted to the High Dependency 
Unit on   3 April. Blood cultures grew streptococcus dysgalactiae 
and I was treated for septic shock. I was transferred to ICU 
on 4 April and required ventilatory support.
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Before I was transferred to the ICU, the hospital asked my 
wife and children to come and see me as no one was allowed 
to visit patients in intensive care. I came off the ventilator 
on 14 April and stayed in ICU for five more days. An MRI 
scan of my spine on  15 April showed left psoas collection. 
Neurosurgical opinion was that no surgical intervention 
was required. Antibiotic treatments included vancomycin, 
benzylpenicillin, ceftriaxone, clindamycin, co-trimoxazole 
and meropenem.

It is very difficult to describe in words the suffering, anxiety 
and pain undergone by my wife and children during the first 
two weeks I was in hospital.

I am now able to recollect some of the “dreams” I had 
while I was in this transient state.

1. “I was seated in an auditorium, with no one else there. 
Suddenly I saw very bright clouds in the sky. There was  
a big noise as though they were fighting and I felt the 
clouds were trying to pull me in their direction.”

2. “I was admitted to a hospital close to Chavakachcheri   
in Sri Lanka. I was not happy there, left the following 
day and got myself admitted to another hospital nearby. 
Again I was unhappy, and was admitted the next day to 
Northwick Park, where I began treatment.”

3. “I was travelling on a semi-circular conveyor belt along 
with others for some type of scanning in the hospital. As 
soon as the conveyor stopped, I tried to get off the belt but 
I heard a clear voice in Tamil: ‘Good morning, Dr Nithy.’ 
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The voice continued in pure Tamil, saying: ‘If you co- 
operate with me, I will finish the first scan in five minutes 
and the second scan in 30 minutes. I clearly identified 
the voice; it belonged to an old student of London Tamil 
Centre presently working as a doctor in the hospital.”

 I was transferred to a normal ward on 19 April, prescribed six 
weeks of benzylpenicillin and stayed there for ten days. Life 
was very hard on the ward. There was a shortage of nurses and 
very rarely I saw the doctors to find out about my progress. 
I was  given liquid food through a tube and my movements 
were further restricted because of a bladder catheter. I was 
forced to stay in bed for most of the time.

I was eagerly awaiting the day I could leave and was very 
lucky    to be admitted to Wellington Hospital on 29 April for 
further observation and convalescence. They had a very good 
gym and I was allocated a dedicated physiotherapist. I had two 
to three 45- minute sessions per day with the physiotherapist, 
learning techniques to improve my strength in both the upper 
and lower part of my body. Two weeks’ stay at Wellington with 
a lot of care and attention was very pleasant and enormously 
helped me to recover my mobility.

I am indebted to the NHS medical, nursing and associated 
staff for their excellent care during my serious illness.

It was an unforgettable experience.

 





APPENDIX

My paper on Thiruchendur at the Third International 
Conference on Muruga Bakhti in Durban, South Africa,                    

in August 2016.
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Aø©¢xÒÍ Cµshõ® uÍ•® •ØÔ¾® P¸[PØPÍõÀ 

Aø©UP¨£mhøÁ. CÁØÔß ÷©À Aø©¢xÒÍ Jß£x 

uÍ[PÐ® ö\[PÀ, _øu, ©µ® BQ¯ÁØÓõÀ Aø©UP¨ 

£mhøÁ. ÷Põ¦µ Áõ°Ø PuÂ¾®, ‰ßÓõ® uÍ® •uÀ 11B® 

uÍ® Áøµ°¾® Em¦Ózv»ø©¢xÒÍ ©µzysPÎ¾® 

©µa ö\xUS ÷Áø»¨£õkPÒ EÒÍÚ. ö\[PÀ»õ»õÚ uÍ® 

JÆöÁõßÔ¾® QÇUQ¾® ÷©ØQ¾® Rºzv•Pz v¸Áõ]z 

vÓ¨¦ EÒÍx. Aµs©øÚPÎÀ EÒÍ åºáõ Áõ\À ÷£õßÖ®, 

©õi ÃkPÎÀ Aø©¢xÒÍ £õÀPÛ ÷£õßÖ® CÆÁø©¨¦ 

Põn¨£kQÓx.)

Rºzv •Pz v¸Áõ]²ÒÍ I¢uõÁx uÍzvß ©µ{ø»°À 

GÊzx¨ ö£õÔ¨¦ EÒÍx. öPõÀ»® Bsk 958 (Q.¤. 1783) 

Ia ÷\º¢ux C¨ö£õÔ¨¦ BS®. 
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ö\¨÷£mka ö\´v

CU÷Põ¦µ® Pmh¨£mhx SÔzx v¸ÁõÁkxøÓ BvÚzvß 

Á\® EÒÍ I¢x ö\¨÷£kPÎÀ ö\´v EÒÍx. Q.¤. 1779B® 

BsiÀ, v¸ÁõÁkxøÓ BvÚ Pºzu›ß •ß •¯Ø]°À, 

£õg\õ»[SÔa] öáPÃµ£õsi¯ Pmhö£õ®©ß, \õzyº 

GÓõ¨£ |õ¯UPº, HÇõ°µ® £søn •zx\õª Bsk 

öPõshõº BQ¯ £õøÍ¯UPõµºPÐ®, ]ÁPõ] |õhõºPÐ®, 

yzxUSiUS A¸Q¾ÒÍ HËº umhõ¨£õøÓ Áou® ̀ Ì¢u 

Qµõ©zx ©PõáÚ® ¤ÒøÍ©õº BQ÷¯õ¸® CU÷Põ¦µ® 

GÊ¨¤hU öPõøh ÁÇ[Q²ÒÍÚº GÚ Ca÷\¨kPÒ ‰»©õP 

AÔ¯ •iQÓx. (v¸ÁõÁkxøÓ BvÚa ö\¨÷£kPÒ,                                                                                               

\. Q¸èn‰ºzv). B[Q÷»¯U QÇUQ¢v¯U P®ö£Û, 

BºUPõmk |Áõ¨ BQ÷¯õ›ß {»Á¸Áõ´ {ºÁõPz 

uø»±møh Gvºzx {ßÓÁºPÎÀ £õøÍ¯UPõµºPÒ 

•ußø©¯õÚÁºPÍõÁº. (]u®£µ ÁßÛ¯ß Á®\õÁÎ, 

£õøÍ¯¨£mkPÎß Á®\õÁÎ, öuõSv 4, £. 91, £v¨¦ 

P. SÇ¢øu÷Á»ß, öuõÀ¼¯À xøÓ) v¸zu»¨ £¯oPÒ 

{øÓ¢u AÍÂÀ TkQÓ J¸ ÁÈ£õmkz u»zøu ÷©®£kzx® 

£o°À BvÚPºzuºPÒ Dk£kÁx ¦xø©¯õÚuÀ». GÛÝ® 

¦µm]¯o¨ £õøÍ¯UPõµºPÒ C¨£o°À •ußø©¯õP 

Dk£mhøu¨ £õºUS® ÷£õx ö£õx©UPÎß \©¯ EnºÄPøÍU 

Tºø©¨£kzv BºUPõk |Áõ¦US® B[Q÷»¯ºUS® GvµõP 

Ao vµmk® ÷|õUP® Czv¸¨£o°ß ¤ßÚo°À 

C¸¢v¸UPU Tk® GÚ |®©õÀ Enµ •iQÓx.

|©x FPzxUS Á¼ø© ÷\ºUS® ÁøP°À J¸ •ß÷Úõi 

{PÌÄ |h¢xÒÍx. Q.¤. 1760 B® BsiÀ ö|ØPmkg ö\ÁÀ 

£õøÍ¯UPõµº §¼z÷uÁº, Põß\õQ¤ß•ØÖøP°¼¸¢x u¨¤ 

Cµõ©|õu¦µ® ̂ ø©USa ö\ßÓõº GßÖ £õøÍ¯¨£mkPÎß 

Á®\õÁÎ öu›ÂUQÓx. CUPõ» PmhzvÀ Cµõ©|õu¦µ® 
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""›ö£À  ÷\x£v'' GÚ¨£k® •zxµõ©¼[P ÷\x£v²hß 

÷\º¢x, ø\Á \©¯z v¸zu»[PÐÒ Põ]US Cøn¯õPa                 

]Ó¨¤zxU TÓ¨£k® Cµõ÷©ìÁµ® v¸U÷Põ°¼ß v¸a_

ØÔøÚU PmkÂUS® •¯Ø]°À AÁº Dk£mhõº GßÖ, 

£õøÍ¯¨£mkPÎß Á®\õÁÎ°øÚz öuõS¨¤zu Põ¼ß 

ö©UPß]°ß J¸ SÔ¨¤¼¸¢x |õ® FQzuÔ¯ •iQÓx. 

(Asiatic Researches - Vol. VI Chapter XI Remarks on some antiquities 
on the west and south coasts of Ceylon written in the year 1796 by 
captain Colin Mekenzie P. 427 - Cosmos Publications, Delhi - 1972) 
GÚ÷Á v¸aö\¢yºU ÷Põ°À ÷©ø»U ÷Põ¦µz v¸¨£oUS¨ 

¤ßÚo°À CzuøP¯ Aµ]¯À ÷|õUP® C¸¢v¸UP»õ®. 

÷©ø»U÷Põ¦µ Áõ°Ø PuÂÀ ö\xUP¨ £mkÒÍ ©µa                              

]Ø£[PÐÒ JßÖ J¸ Svøµ Ãµß ©ØöÓõ¸ Svøµ ÃµøÚ 

ÃÌzx® Põm]¯õS®. ÃÌzxQßÓ Svøµ Ãµß QŸh•®, 

ÃÌzu¨£kQßÓ Svøµ Ãµß Cì»õª¯¨ £õoz öuõ¨¤²® 

Ao¢v¸¨£uõPa ]zu›UP¨£mkÒÍÚº.

÷Põ¦µzvß £zuõÁx uÍzvß Em¦ÓzvÀ _Áº KÂ¯[PÒ 

EÒÍÚ. KÂ¯[PÒ SÔzu ÂÍUP[PÐ® ÁsnzuõÀ 

GÊu¨ £mkÒÍÚ. 1995B® BsiÀ ÷Põ°À v¸USh 

|ßÜµõmk |øhö£ØÓ÷£õx CÆ÷ÁõÂ¯[PÒ _snõ®¦ 

Aizx ©øÓUP¨£mkÂmhÚ. ]» Ch[PÎÀ _snõ®¦ 

EvºxÒÍuõÀ KÂ¯zvß ]» £SvPÐ® GÊzxUPÐ® 

öÁÎ°À öu›QßÓÚ. ""÷©¾® ÁÍ¢u £i°Úõ÷» µõ\õ öÁS 

öÁx|z ÷uõ÷h _Áõª...'' GßÓ Áõ\P® GÊu¨£mi¸¨£x 

öu›¯ Á¸QÓx. P¢u¦µõnU Põm]PÍõP CÆ÷ÁõÂ¯[PÒ 

C¸UPUTk®. CÆ÷ÁõÂ¯[PÒ •ØÔ¾® öÁÎ¨£kzu¨ 

£k®÷£õx ÷©¾® £» ÂÁµ[PÒ öu›¯ Áõ´¨¦ÒÍx'' GÚ 

PÀ öÁmhõ´ÁõÍº v¸. ]. Cµõ©a\¢vµß "PÀöÁmk' GßÓ 

v[PÒ CuÈÀ uÚx B´ÄU SÔ¨¤À £vÄ ö\´xÒÍõº. 
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"E»öP[S® ÷©Â¯ ÷uÁõ»¯¢öuõk® ö£¸©õ÷Í'

Gß£õº A¸nQ›.

|URµº ÁõÌzv¨ ÷£õØÔ Án[Q¯ AÖ£øh ÃkPÐÒ 

•u¼h® ö£ÖÁx v¸¨£µ[SßÓ®.

""J¸ ÷Põi •zu® öuÒÎU öPõÈUS® PhÀ ö\¢vÀ'' 

GßÖ Phø»a `Ê® v¸ö\¢vø»²® •uØ£øh ÃhõPU 

öPõÒÁº. ̂ µõP Aø»Á¢u Pøµ°øÚz uÊÄÁuõÀ ̂ µø»Áõ´ 

GßÖ® ö£¯º ö£ØÓx.

öußÚPzxz v¸•¸Pß v¸U÷Põ°ÀPÎÀ ªP¨ ö£›¯x 

ö\¢yº.

Âsq¯º¢u Jß£x ÷Põ¦µz v¸Áõ°ÀPÒ öPõshx. 

ö\¢y›ß v¸U÷Põ¦µzvß Jß£x {ø»PÐ® ©ÛuÚx 

©»[PÎß Jß£x Áõ°ÀPøÍU SÔUS® Gß£º BP©zxøÓ 

\õº¢u B´ÁõÍºPÒ.

Ph»ø»PÒ uÁÊQßÓ PhÀ ©nØ £µ¨¤øÚz uõsi 

EÒÍ \¢uÚ ©ø»PÎÀ E¸ÁõUP¨£mhx Czv¸U÷Põ°À. 

GÚ÷Áuõß "P¢u©õuÚ £ºÁu®' GßÓøÇ¨£º Áhö©õÈ ¡»õº.

Â|õ¯P¨ ö£¸©õøÚ ÁÈ£mk ©nØ÷©miÀ HÔa                       

]Ôx yµ® |h¢uõÀ v¸•¸Pß v¸U÷Põ°¼ß ~øÇÄ 

Áõ°À ÷\µ»õ®. }sh APßÓ ‰ßÖ ¤µPõµ[PÒ.

Á»® Á¸QßÓ ÷£õx ÁÒÎ¯®©ß SøP, ÁuÚõµ®£ 

wºzu®. ÁÍõPzv¾ÒÍ |õÈUQnÖ ÷£õßÓÁØøÓ u›]zx® 

}µõi²® Áµ»õ®.

CµshõÁx ¤µPõµzvÀ P¢u÷ÁÒ `µøÚ¨ ÷£õ›÷» 

öÁØÔ öPõsh Põm], PØ]ø» ÁiÂÀ PsöPõÒÍõU Põm] 

u¸Áøu²® u›]UP ÷Ásk®.
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öuØS Áõ\¼À EÒÍ Pn£v²®, P¢u÷ÁÒ v¸zöuõshº 

A¸nQ›°ß v¸Ä¸Áa ]ø»²® Án[P¨£h ÷Ási¯øÁ. 

öuØS Áõ\À ö|k[PuÄ G¨÷£õx® ‰h¨£m÷h C¸US®.

Akzx, ‰»Áº v¸a]ø»US Á¸ÁuØS •ß, •uÀ ¤µPõµ 

ÁÍõPzvß öußvø\ ÷|õUQz uÁª¸US® um]nõ‰ºzv, 

ÁÒÎ, |hµõáº, \ÜìÁµº, ø£µÁº GßÖ Á›ø\¯õP ÁÈ£mk® 

xvzx® Á¸QßÓ ÷£õx & ©zv°À ö£õß uPk ÷Á´¢u 

ö|ix¯º¢u öPõi©µ® & ©Põ£¼ ¥h® BQ¯Ú Põm] u¸®. 

AÁØøÓ²® Án[Q ‰»Áº P¸ÁøÓ ÷|õUQ¨ ÷£õQ÷Óõ®.

J¸ v¸•P® & |õßS v¸UPµ[PÒ & Á»¨¦Ó® \Uv÷ÁÀ 

H¢v¯ v¸UPµ®, Áµ©ÎUS® Áµu •zvøµ ¤izu ©ÖPµzvÀ 

H¢v¯ ö\¢uõ©øµ, Chx øP JßÔÀ ̧ zvµõm\©õø» ©ØÓx 

J°»õP Ch¨¤À ö£õ¸zv¯ v¸U÷Põ»®. CÁßuõß 

ö\¢vÀ|õuß.

uP¨£øÚ ÷|õUQz uÁª¸US® ÷Põ»zv÷» Põm] 

öPõk¨£uõ÷» Pµzv÷» ÷ÁÀ CÀø».
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v¸B£µn A»[Põµz v¸U÷Põ»zvÀ Pµzv÷» ÷Á¾® 

Põ»i°À u[Pa ̂ Â¼²® öÁÒÎa ̂ Â¼²®, S¼\¨£øh²® 

ö£õ¸¢vU Põm] u¸Áõß ö\Æ÷ÁÒ.

ö\¢vÀ|õuÚx A¤÷åP[PÎÀ uø»]Ó¢ux Ã§v 

A¤÷åP®. A¢uz v¸}Óõ÷»÷¯ AÁøÚ A»[P›zx Aß£º 

PÐUSz w£õµõuøÚ PõmkQßÓ v¸UPõm] |®ø© ö¯À»õ® 

"|õ»õ°µ® Ps £øhzv»÷Ú |õß•P÷Ú CU Põm]ø¯U 

Põn" GÚU Pspº P]¯ ÷Áshz ÷uõßÖ®.

A¢u A¤÷åP Â§v¨ ¤µ\õu® uõß "£zvµ Â§v¨                        

¤µ\õu®'. v¸aö\¢yº ö\À÷Áõº £zvµ Â§v¨ ¤µ\õu® 

ö£Óõx Áõµõº.

£ßÛµsk |µ®¦PÒ ö|Î¢÷uõk® £ßÜº Cø»°À                 

v¸}ØÔøÚ øÁzxU Pmiz u¸Áxuõß £zvµ Â§v¨ ¤µ\õu®.

ö\¢vÀ|õuß SiöPõsi¸US® ö\¢yøµ¨ ¦PÌ¢x 

£õhõu \[P C»UQ¯[P÷Í CÀø».

][Põµ Ái÷Á»Úx Czv¸U÷Põ°À •uß •u¼À 

PÀ©ø» «x 30 Ai E¯µ•ÒÍ J¸ £Svø¯U Søh¢x               

ö\[PØPÍõÀ AizuÍ® Aø©zxU Pmh¨£mhx.

¤ß|õÎÀ uÁzv¸ ö©ÍÚ_Áõª Gß£ÁµõÀ v¸¨£o 

ö\´¯¨£mk uØ÷£õx EÒÍ v¸U÷Põ°À E¸ÁõUP¨£mhx 

Gß£x J¸ Áµ»õØÖU SÔ¨¦.

SøÓPøÍö¯À»õ® wºzu¸Ð® Â|õ¯P¨ ö£¸©õß PhØ 

PøµU ÷Põ°Ø £õøu°À EÒÍõº. AsnøÚ u›]zu ¤ßÚ÷µ 

÷Á»øÚU Põn ÷Ásk® Gß£x ©µ¦. GÚ÷Áuõß yskøP 

Â|õ¯Pº GßÓ ö£¯›À, CøÍ¯ÁÚõQ¯ P¢u÷ÁøÍU Põn 

Á¸QßÓ Ai¯ÁºPÐUSz ysiU Põs¤US® vÓ•øh¯ 

v¸U÷Põ»zvÀ •ußø©¯õ´ ÃØÔ¸UQßÓõº. yskøP 

Â|õ¯P¨ ö£¸©õß. 
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ÁÒÎ|õ¯Q v¸U÷Põ°À

ö\¢v»õshÁß v¸U÷Põ°À ÁÍõPzv¾ÒÍ ‰ßÓõÁx 

¤µPõµ® öÁÎ¨¤µPõµ®. Cx PhØPøµø¯a _ØÔ Á»® 

Á¸QÓx.

C¨¤µPõµzvß Áhvø\°À ]Ôx yµ® ö\ßÓõÀ 

PhØPøµø¯a ÷\º¢uõØ÷£õ÷» Aø©¢u SßÖ JßøÓU 

Põn»õ®. AøuU Søh¢x uõß ÁÒÎ |õa]¯õ¸USz 

v¸U÷Põ°À Aø©UP¨£mkÒÍx.

Em_Á›À Aºzu ]zvµ ÁiÂÀ EÒÍ ÁÒÎ¯®ø©ø¯U 

Psk ÁÈ£h»õ®. C¢u ChzvØS ÁÒÎ JÎ¢u ÁÍ|õk 

GßÝ® ö£¯º ÁÇ[P¨£kQßÓx.

£õ[\õ»[SÔa] ÃµzuªÇß Ãµ£õsi¯ Pmhö£õ®©Ûß 

u¢øu¯õQ¯ öáPÃµPmhö£õ®©ß, ö\¢v»õshÁøÚ 

S»öu´Á©õPU öPõsk JÊQ¯ ©ÓÁß. GÚ÷Áuõß 

P¢u÷ÁÎß Ãµ•® & uªÌ ö|g_® Pmhö£õ®©ÝUS 

Áõ´zuÚ÷Áõ GÚ Gsnz ÷uõßÖQßÓx.

ö\¢v»õshÁÝUS Ea]UPõ» §ø\ {Ì¢u ¤ßÚºuõß 

©v¯ EnøÁ EmöPõÒÐ® ÂµuzøuU øPUöPõshÁº 

öáPÃµPmhö£õ®©Úõº.

|k¨£PÀ §øá •i¢uøÚU PshÔ¯ & £õg\õ»[ 

SÔa]°÷»°¸¢x ö\¢yº Áøµ EÒÍ Gs£x Q÷»õ «mhº 

CøhöÁÎ yµzvß Cøh°øh÷¯, |Pµõ ©sh£[PÒ Aø©zx 

& A®©sh£[PÎÀ •µ_PøÍ •Ç[Qz öu›ÂUS©õÖ Bøn 

¤Ó¨¤zv¸¢uõº öáPÃµ Pmhö£õ®©ß GßÓ ö\´v J¸ 

Áµ»õØÖ¨ £vÄ.

CßøÓUS® AßÖ •µ_ •Ç[P¨£mh ©sh£[PÒ                              

]øu¢u {ø»°À Põn¨£kQßÓÚ.
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uP¨£øÚ¨÷£õ»÷Á £õg\õ»[SÔa]a][P® 

ö\¢v»õshÁß «x E°øµ÷¯ øÁzuÁº.

Czv¸U÷Põ°¼ß CµshõÁx ¤µPõµzvÀ EÒÍ {ºÁõP 

A¾Á»º A¾Á»PzvÀ Pmh ö£õ®©ÚõÀ ÁõÌ|õöÍÀ»õ® 

§]zx ÁÈ£mh \s•P¨ ö£¸©õß ]ø», CßøÓUS® J¸ 

Psnõi¨ ÷£øÇ°À øÁzx¨ £õxPõUP¨£mk Á¸QßÓx.

v¸U÷Põ°À •Êø©²® AÇQ¯ KÂ¯[PÐ®                         

PØ]Ø£[PÐ® {øÓ¯÷Á EÍ.

‰ßÖ ¤µPõµ[PÎ÷»²® •øÓ÷¯ ]zv Â|õ¯Pº,                       

\Pìµ¼[P®, `µ \[Põµº, Bß©|õuº, ©÷Úõß©o¯®ø©, 

£õÝ÷P_Áµº, ÷\õ©_¢uµº, «Úõm]¯®ø© , v¸‰»|õuº, 

v¸UPõÍzv |õuº, E©õ, A¸nõ\÷»_Áµº, Esnõ©ø»¯®ø©, 

á®¦ ÷P_Áµ, Áß«P |õuº, A¸nQ› |õuº, ÁÀ»£ 

Pn£v BQ÷¯õµx v¸a\¢|vPÒ PskPÎzx A¸Ò ö£Ó 

Aø©¢xÒÍÚ.

`µ\[Põµº J÷µ PÀ¼À Pø»|¯z÷uõk ö\xUP¨£mkU 

Põm] u¸Áx AßøÓ¯ |õÎß ]Ø£U Pø»°ß ö|ix¯º¢u 
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ÁÍºa]USa \õm] ö\õÀ¾® J¸ •zvøµ. |©x Pø»°ß 

©Qø©ø¯ AÔÂUS® J¸ ¤µPhÚ®.

Czv¸zu»zvÀ ÷Á[Phzx¨ ö£¸©õÝUS®, \¢uõÚ 

Q¸ènÝUS® v¸a\ø£PÒ EÒÍÚ. Áh£õPzvÀ £ÒÎ 

öPõskÒÍ v¸Áµ[Pzx¨ ö£¸©õøÍ²® C[÷P §]zx 

ÁÈ£h v¸a\¢{vPÒ Esk.

ÁÒÎ¯®ø©US® & öu´Á¯õøÚUS® £Î[SU PØPÍõÀ 

uÛzuÛ÷¯ Aø©¢u v¸U÷Põ°ÀPÒ EÒÍÚ.

A¸nQ› & PõøµUPõÀ A®ø©¯õº & ©õoUPÁõ\Pº 

•u¼÷¯õ¸US® v¸a\¢{vPÒ Esk. 

u» Áµ»õÖ

v¸•¸Pß `µ£ß©ß «x £øhö¯kzx Á¸QßÓ ÷£õx, 

ÁÈ°À Gvº£mh uõµPõ_µøÚ²® AÁÝUSz xøn¯õ´ 

{ßÓ QöµÍg\ ©ø»ø¯²® AÈzx ÃÌzvÂmkz u©x 

£øhPÐhß v¸aö\¢y›À Á¢x u[SQÓõº.

C[S Â_ÁPº©õÂÚõÀ ÁiÁø©UP¨£mh v¸U÷Põ°¼À 

v¸•¸Pß GÊ¢u¸Î & ÷uÁS¸ÁõQ¯ Â¯õÇ £PÁõÚõÀ 

§]UP¨ ö£ØÖ A_µºPÎß Áµ»õÖPøÍU ÷Pmk AÔ¢uõº.

Â¯õÇ £PÁõÚõÀ §]UP¨£mh Põµnzuõ÷» Czu»® 

¦PÌö£ØÓ Â¯õÇz v¸zu»©õPÄ® ÂÍ[SQßÓx.

Czu»zv¼¸¢x v¸•¸P¨ ö£¸©õß uÚx £øhÃµµõÚ 

Ãµ£õSz ÷uÁøµ `µ£ß©ÝUS AÔÄøµPÒ TÖ©õÖ yx 

AÝ¨¤Úõº. 

BÚõÀ, BnÁ ©»zvß Ea]°÷» C¸¢u `µ£ß©ß 

Ãµ£õSz ÷uÁ›ß AÔÄøµø¯a ö\Â©kzuõÛÀø». yx 

£¯ÚØÖ¨ ÷£õÚuõ÷» •¸P¨ ö£¸©õß `µ£ß©ß«x 

÷£õºöuõkUPa ö\ßÓõº.
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Ph¼À ©õ©µ©õP {ßÓ `µøÚz u®•øh¯ ÷Á»õÀ 

¤Í¢x & ©ÓU P¸øn¯õ÷» AÁøÚ²® BmöPõshõº. 

öÁØÔ`iz ÷uÁºPøÍ²® ]øÓ «mkz v¸®¤ Á¢x & 

Czu»zvÀ ÷uÁºPÍx §ø\°øÚ HØÖU öPõshõº.

BøP°ÚõÀuõß Czu»® "ö\¯¢v¦µ®'' GßÖ 

ÁÇ[P¨ö£ØÖ ¤ßÚº "\õ¯¢v', "ö\¢vÀ', "ö\¢yº" GÚ 

©¸ÂØÖ.

A¸Ò ©nUS® v¸aö\¢yº v¸zu»® uªÌ|õmiß 

QÇUSU PhØPøµ°À & yzxUSi ©õÁmhzvÀ EÒÍx.

\P»P»õÁÀ¼©õø» & «Úõm]¯®ø© ¤ÒøÍz uªÌ 

& •zxUS©õµ_Áõª ¤ÒøÍz uªÌ GßÖ A¸Ò ©n® 

P©Ê® vzvUS® ÷uß uªÈÀ £õi¯ S©µS¸£µº A¸Ò 

ö£ØÓ v¸zu»®.

Czu»zvÀ uõß Fø©¯õP÷Á C¸¢u £õ»Pß, ö\¢yº 

Á¢x Âµu® C¸¢x & •¸PøÚz u›]UP, ö\¢v»õshÁß 

SÇ¢øuø¯ ÷|õUQ J¸ "§'' øÁU Põmi¨ ÷£\ øÁzuõß.

SÇ¢øu²® "§" GßÖ •uÀ ö\õÀ ÷£]ØÖ. "§÷©Ä 

ö\[P©»'' GßÖ ö\¢uªÌa ö\õÀ¼À Bµ®¤zx, P¢uº 

P¼öÁs£õ £õi •izux. A¢uU SÇ¢øuuõß S©µS¸£µº.

•PøÁ ©õÁmh® \xº÷Áv ©[P»zøua \õº¢u ö£¸® 

¦»Áº £PÈUTzuº. ]Ó¢u •¸P£Uuº. Á°ØÖ ÷|õ¯õÀ Áõi 

Áu[Q¨ ÷£õÚõº.

Kº CµÄ¨ ö£õÊvÀ v¸•¸Pß £PÈU Tzuµx PÚÂÀ 

÷uõßÔ "¤ÒøÍz uªÌ £õkP'' GÚ¨ £ozuõº.

ö£¸®¦»Áº £PÈ¯õº Eh÷Ú, "v¸aö\¢yº ¤ÒøÍz 

uªÌ" £õi ©QÌ¢uõº. 
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£õi •izux® ¦»Áµx Á°ØÖ ÷|õø¯z wºzuõº 

ö\¢v»õshÁº.

ö\¢v»õshÁß£v°÷» ÁõÌ¢u J¸ ÷uÁuõ]

v¸•¸PÛh® £Uv öPõshÁÒ. |õÒ÷uõÖ® Czv¸U÷Põ°¼À 

CµÂÀ ö\¢v»õshÁß «x £õ©õø»PøÍ¨ £õi¨£õi 

£µ©õÚ¢uzxhß CøÓÁøÚ¨ £ÒÎ¯øÓUS AÝ¨¦Âzx 

ÁÈ£õk •izu ¤ßÚ÷µ AÁÒ Ãk ö\ÀÁx ÁÇUP®.

J¸ |õÒ, AÁÒ v¸®¤ Ãk ö\À¾®÷£õx, AÁÍx 

|øPPøÍU PÁºÁuØPõPU PÒÁºPÒ C¸Áº B²u[PÐhß 

¤ßöuõhº¢uÚº.

PÒÁºPÒ ¤ßöuõh¸ÁøuU PshÔ¯õu ö£¸©õmi & 

uß øP°¼¸¢u öÁØÔø»U Põ®ø£U QÒÎ & "•¸Põ' GßÖ 

Ea\›zu Ásn® GÔ¢xÂmkz uõ®§»® ÷£õmhõÒ.

QÒÎ GÔ¯¨£mh öÁØÔø»U Põ®¦, ÷Á»õP ©õÔ, 

PÒÁºPøÍ ©õ´zuuõP J¸ Áµ»õÖ® Czv¸U÷Põ°À £ØÔ¨ 

÷£\¨£kÁx Esk.

Czv¸U÷Põ°¼ß •ß Aø©¢xÒÍ \s•P Â»õ\ 

©sh£zvß A¸Q¾ÒÍ PhØPøµz wºzu® "ÁuÚõµ®£ wºzu®' 

GßÖ ÁÇ[P¨£kQßÓx.

PhØPøµz wºzuzvÀ }µõi¨ ¤ßÚº P¢u¦mPµo¯õQ¯ 

|õÈU QnØÔÀ }µõi & Â§v §] & ö\¢v»õshÁøÚz 

u›]¨£x ]Ó¨¦.

Czu»zxz v¸U÷Põ°¼ß A¸QÀ PhØPøµ÷¯õµ©õP÷Á 

C¸£zv|õßS wºzu[PÒ C¸¨£uõPÄ® & AøÁ Põ¯z› 

©¢vµzvß C¸£zx |õßS GÊzxPøÍ²® SÔ¨£uõPÄ® 

TÓ¨£kQÓx.
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©Põ÷uÁ£õ»ß & ÷uÁ÷uÁß & ås•Pß ÷£õßÓ 

A©µºPÐUSU ÷PõÂÀ PmkÂzxz v¸¨£oPÒ ö\´u 

÷£Ö ö£ØÓ ¦so¯ºPÒuõß GzuøÚ GzuøÚ ÷£º!

Bv°À AµUPº Áu® •izu P¢uÝUS A©µº E»Pa 

]Ø¤ '©¯ß B»¯® Aø©zuõß. PhÀ KµzvÀ P¢u©õuÚ 

£ºÁuzvÀ ö\¢{Ó©nØ SßÖ (Marine Calcarius) SøP JßÖ 

Søh¢x ÷PõÂÀ Gkzuõß. A©µº E»÷P BÖ•PøÚ Á¢x 

Án[Q¯x.

ö\¢yº B»¯zvØSU Põ»[Põ»©õPz uªÌ ÷Á¢uºPÒ               

÷\µÝ®, £õsi¯Ý® v¸¨£o £» ö\´xÒÍÚº. 

ÁµSn£õsi¯ß, ©õÓÁº©ß _¢uµ£õsi¯ß, Eu¯ 

©õºzuõsh Áº©ß ÷£õßÓ •i©ßÚºPÐ® Pmhö£õ®©ß, 

v¸©ø»|õ¯UPº ÷£õßÓ ]ØÓµ\ºPÒ £»¸® ö\´u v¸¨£oø¯ 

•ØÖ® xÓ¢u xÓÂPÒ ]»¸® öuõhº¢uÚº.

ö©ÍÚ ìÁõªPÒ, Põ] ìÁõªPÒ, ÷u]P ‰ºzv 

ìÁõªPÒ CÁºPÒ v¸aö\¢yº BshÁß v¸¨£oø¯÷¯ 

E°º¨ £o¯õPU öPõsk ÁõÌ¢u ö£¸©UPÒ.

÷Põ»©°÷»Ö® ö\Æ÷ÁÒ Ai¯õºPÐUSU Põmi¯¸Î¯ 

v¸ÂøÍ¯õhÀPÒ, Av\¯[PÒ GzuøÚ, GzuøÚ÷¯õ!

v¸ÁõÁkxøÓ ©hzøua ÷\º¢u JkUPzu®¤µõß ÷u]

P ‰ºzv ìÁõªPÎß PÚÂÀ Á¢x ÷Põ¦µ® Pmh PmhøÍ 

Cmhõß P¢u¨ ö£¸©õß.

AuØS ÷Ási¯ ö\ÀÁ® CÀ»õø©¯õÀ Á¸¢v¯ 

u®¤µõß, ÷Põ¦µ ÷Áø» ö\´²® öuõÈ»õÍºPÐUS AßÓõhU 

T¼¯õPU øP°À J¸ ]miøP v¸}Ö öPõkzuõº. ]Ôx 

yµ® ö\ßÓ £o¯õÍºPÒ Â¯¢x u[PÒ øPø¯¨ ¤›zx¨ 

£õºUøP°À öÁÒÎ¨ £n©õP ©õÔ C¸¢ux.
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ö\¢v»õv£v¯÷Ú v¸ÄÍ[ öPõsk ÁõÚÍõÂ¯ Jß£x 

{ø»PÐhß Ti¯ ÷Põ¦µzøuU PmkÂzuõß Gß£x® J¸ 

Áµ»õÖ .

17B® ¡ØÓõsiÀ ha_ |õmkU PhÀ öPõÒøÍ¯º v¸a 

ö\¢yºU ÷PõÂø»a ̀ øÓ¯õi BÖ•P |°Úõº ÂUµPzøu²® 

v¸iU P¨£¼À HØÔa ö\ßÓÚº.

]Ôx ÷|µzvÀ |kUPh¼À ©øÇ²®, ¦¯¾® Ci²©õP 

C¯ØøP ^ØÓ® öuõh[Q¯x.

C¯ØøP°ß ̂ ØÓzøuz uõ[P •i¯õu P¨£¼ß ©õ¾ªz 

uø»Áß, 'C¢ua ]ø»°ÚõÀ uõß C¨¦¯À' GÚ¨ £¯¢x 

ÂUQµPzøuU Ph¼À uÒÎÂmhõß.

|õ¯UP ©ßÚ›ß v¸ö|À÷Á¼ ¤µv{v²®, ]Ó¢u •¸P 

£UuµõÚ Áh©ø»¯¨£ ¤ÒøÍ , BÖ•P |°Úõº ]ø» 

v¸h¨£mhøu AÔ¢x ÷ÁuøÚ¯õÀ xizuõº.

Aøu¨÷£õß÷Ó ©ØöÓõ¸ ]ø»¯ø©UP •¯ßÓ ¤ÒøÍ 

¯ÁºPÎß PÚÂÀ •¸Pß ÷uõßÔ, uõß Ph¼À Qh¨£uõPÄ®, 

uõß QhUS® ChzvÀ Aø»÷©À AÖ£mh P°Ö®, G¾ªa\® 

£Ç•® ªu¢x öPõsk C¸USö©ßÖ®, ÷©÷» BPõ¯zvÀ 

P¸hß ÁmhªmkU öPõsi¸US® GßÖ® AÔÂzuõº.

©Ú® ©QÌ¢u Áh©ø»¯¨£º ÷uõoPÎÀ BmPÐhß 

Ph¾Ò, SÔ¨¤mh Chzøu Aøh¢uõº. Ph¼À Svzuõº. Ph¼ß 

BÇ® •mhÍ÷Á C¸¢ux. Â¯¢uõº. ÂvºÂvºzxz ÷ui¨ 

£õºzuvÀ •u¼À Qøhzux |hµõáº ÂUµP®. (PõøµUPõÀ 

A¸QÀ v¸|ÒÍõº GÝ® u»z¼¸¢x öPõÒøÍ¯º öPõsk 

ö\ßÓx) ©Ö£i²® ÷uh÷Á BÖ•P |°Úõº ]ø» Qøhzux. 

©Ö£i²® ]ø»PÒ ¤µvèøh ö\´¯¨£mhÚ. Cx |h¢ux 

1653B® Á¸å®. CxÄ® J¸ Áµ»õØÖU SÔ¨¦. 
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Aø»Áõ´z v¸ÂÇõUPÒ

v¸aö\¢y›À |øhö£Ö® £» v¸ÂÇõUPÎÀ BÁo, 

¦µmhõ], I¨£], ©õ] ©õu[PÎÀ ©UPÍõÀ ©÷PìÁµøÚU 

SÎºÂUPU öPõshõk® v¸ÂÇõUPÐ® Esk.

BÁoz v[PÎß v¸ÂÇõÂß HÇõ® |õÒ ÂÇõ Kº 

J¨£ØÓ ö£¸ÂÇõ. ¤µ®©õ, Âèq , E¸zvµß, ©÷P_

Áµß, \uõ]Áß GßÝ® £g\‰ºzvPÍõP C¸¢x £øhzuÀ, 

PõzuÀ, AÈzuÀ, ©øÓzuÀ, A¸ÐuÀ BQ¯ A¸®ö£¸® 

I¢öuõÈÀPøÍ²® {PÌzv, øÁ¯Pzøu ÁõÇ øÁ¨£øu 

Enºzx® ÁøP°À ö\¢v»õshÁº Aß£ºPÐUSU Põm] 

öPõk¨£õº.

CÆÂÇõÂÀ ö£¸©õß u[Pa\¨£µzvÀ Ãv E»õ Á¸Áx 

PsöPõÒÍõ Cß£¨ ö£¸[Põm].

CvÀ ]Ó¨¦, ö£¸©õß •ß¦ÓzvÀ BÖ•Pz 

÷uõØÓzv¾®, ¤ß¦ÓzvÀ vÀø» |õ¯Pß v¸U÷Põ»©õÚ 

|hµõáµõPÄ® Põm] öPõk¨£õº.

v¸•¸PÚx AÁuõµ¨ ö£¸ø©PøÍ ÂÍUSQßÓ 

ÁøP°À |øhö£Ö®.

`µ£ß©øÚ ÷£õºz öuõkzx AÈzx BmöPõsh 

v¸ÂÇõuõß P¢u\èiz v¸ÂÇõ ]Ó¨£õÚ v¸ÂÇõ.

P¢u\èi ÂÇõÂÀ ̀ µ\®PõµzvØPõPa ö\¢v»õshÁß 

PhØPøµ Kµ©õP E»õa ö\´²®÷£õx & Ph¾® \ØÖ ¤ß 

Áõ[Qa ö\À¾® GßÖ TÓ¨£kQÓx. 

ÁhUSU ÷Põ¦µzøu¯kzx öÁÎa_ØÖ Áh÷©ØS 

‰ø»°À uÛ•¸Pß ÷Põ°À JßÖ EÒÍx. CU÷Põ°¼À 

_¨¤µ©o¯¨ ¤ÒøÍ¯õº GßÓ ö£¯÷µõk v¸•¸Pß 

AøÇUP¨£kQßÓõß. v¸Ä¸Á® ªP¨ ö£›¯x.
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©°À «x BÖ•P•®, £ßÛ¸ Pµ[PÐhß 

C¸ö£¸® ÷uÂPÐhÝ® öPõ¾ÃØÔ¸UQßÓ v¸UPõm] 

AØ¦u©õ°¸US®. C® •¸PÝUS¨ £[SÛ Ezvµzv¸ÂÇõ 

ªPa ]Ó¨¦hß |øhö£Ö®.

|õm§ø\US® & v¸ÂÇõUS® ÷Ási¯ {Á¢u[PÒ 

v¸ÁõÁkxøÓ BvÚzuõÀ ö\´¯¨£mk £›£õ¼UP¨£kÁx 

J¸ ]Ó¨£õÚ ö\´v.

]Ø£ ÷Áø»¨£õkPÐhß J¸ ÷uº ÷£õ÷» ö\´¯¨£mk, 

PÀ E¸øÍPÒ Pmi ¯õøÚPøÍ¨ §mi CÊ¨£x ÷£õ» 

Aø©zv¸¨£x Kº J¨£ØÓ v¸UPõm].

©õÓÁº©ß _¢uµ £õsi¯ß •uß •u»õP Czv¸U÷Põ° 

¾USz v¸¨£o ö\´Âzuõß GßöÓÀ»õ® £» ö\´vPøÍ 

& CU÷Põ°¼À EÒÍ PÀöÁmhõÀ öu›¢x öPõÒÍ •iQÓx.

"£ßÛ¸ Pµzuõ´ ÷£õØÔ

 £_®ö£õß©õ ©°»õ´ ÷£õØÔ 

•ßÛ¯ P¸øn¯õÖ

 •P¨£µ® ö£õ¸÷Í ÷£õØÔ 

PßÛ¯º C¸Áº }[PõU

 P¸ønÁõ ›v÷¯ ÷£õØÔ 

GßÛ¸ Ps÷n PsqÒ 

 C¸US®©õ©o÷¯ ÷£õØÔ"

& v¸aö\¢yº u» ¦µõn®






